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After the change of variables Ai = yi - di and x~,~+, = ai - di+, we show that the 
invariant polynomials .GF’( , Ai, ; , x~,~+, , ) characterizing U(n) tensor operators 
(p, q,..., q, O,..., 0) become an integral linear combination of Schur functions 
S,(y - 6) in the symbol y  - 6, where y  - 6 denotes the difference of the two sets of 
variables (y, ,..., y,) and (6, ,..., 6,). We obtain a similar result for the yet more 
general bisymmetric polynomials iGr’(y, ,..., y,,; 6, ,..., 6,). Making use of 
properties of skew Schur functions Slip and S,(y--6) we put together an umbra1 
calculus for zGr’(y; 6). That is, working entirely with polynomials, we uniquely 
determine :Gr’(y; a) from ZGE ,(y; S) and combinatorial rules involving Ferrers 
diagrams (i.e., partitions), provided that n > (,u + I)q. (This restriction does not 
interfere with writing the general case of zGj;‘(y; 6) as a linear combination of 
S,(y - 6)) As an application we deduce “conjugation” symmetry for ,“Gr’(y; 6) 
from “transposition” symmetry by showing that these two symmetries are 
equivalent. 
1. INTRODUCTION AND STATEMENT OF RESULTS 
In this paper we continue the study of the connection between the 
invariant polynomials 
.G~‘(X) ~ .G~‘((Xij + A,)) 
= .G~)@w,A,; X12,~23,..., X,-l.,,,X,,& 
(1.1) 
characterizing U(n) tensor operators, and the classical theory of symmetric 
functions as presented in [ 171, that was established in [9]. The polynomials 
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.Gr’(X) arise naturally in the application of symmetry groups to 
mathematical physics. One such problem, with applications to spectroscopy 
at all levels, i.e., elementary particles (quark models), nuclear structure, 
atomic electronic configurations, etc., is the construction of a suitable basis 
for the set of all bounded operators mapping the set of all unitary irreducible 
representation spaces of the group into itself. The precise problems that give 
rise to @G:‘(X) are motivated in more detail and put into a broader 
mathematical setting in [5-71. 
After the change of variables 
di = yi - di and xi,i+.,=di-di+,, (1.2) 
it was shown in [9] that the polynomials ,,GT’(y; S) = ,,Gr’(y, ,..., y, ; 
6 , ,..., 6,) defined implicitly by means of 
.G~‘(Y; 6) E pGr’( 2 di, ; 3 Xi,i+ 1) ) (1.3) 
could be expressed as an integral linear combination of products of Schur 
functions S,(y, ,..., 7,) . S,(6, ,..., S,). That is, the polynomials ,Gr’(y; 6) are 
bisymmetric in the variables {yl ,..., y,,} and {S, ,..., S,}. This was accom- 
plished by studying the yet more general bisymmetric polynomials 
;GT’(y; 6) E ;Gr’(y, ,..., y,; 6, ,..., 8,) (1.4) 
which are a common generalization of Eq. (2.2b) of (51 and Eq. (2.17) of 
[ 191 with no numerator parameters. These polynomials ;GT’(y; S) are deter- 
mined by means of 
DEFINITION 1.5. Given that iGr’(y; S) = 1, we uniquely determine 
;Gy’(y; S) by iteration of 
_ y (-l)a+l+m 
,,s;=‘:; 1 
g hi-l/j)-’ G (Yi-yj)-’ 
iE.S,jcSC icsc,jes 
. ifi fa (yi-6,). ~G~l(,~i--X(iES),;,si.>~ (1.6) 
iCS 
where C(S) denotes the sum of elements in the set S, ]] S ]] is the cardinality 
of S, x(A) is one if statement A is true and zero if A is false, and 
l<jL<n-2. 
An interesting class of general bisymmetric functions, different than those 
studied here, has been introduced in [ 181. 
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Remark 1.7. We have m = j- n with j> n, where j is the number of 
denominator parameters in Eq. (2.17) of [ 191. Only m of these parameters 
actually appear in (1.6). The case (in (1.3) above) that is of most interest to 
physicists is m = n. 
Iterating (1.6) leads to either an alternating sum of rational functions or a 
single very complicated rational function. Furthermore, to obtain a 
polynomial formula for EGF’(y; 6) directly from these rational functions, 
even by computer, is next to impossible. In certain large-scale nuclear 
calculations [6, 71 it is necessary to evaluate polynomials such as rGp)(r; S) 
for a very wide range of’possible values of the variables y and 6. All of these 
evaluations of zGr’(y; S) must be done quickly and with great accuracy. To 
this end, an effective algorithm for the direct computation of the polynomials 
‘IfGr’(y; S) is needed. B e ore putting together such an algorithm we must first f 
review several basic facts about the symmetric functions known as Schur 
functions. 
Let A = (Ai, &,..., A,,...) be a partition, i.e., a (finite or infinite) sequence of 
nonnegative integers in decreasing order, 1, > A, > .a. > A,..., such that only 
finitely many of the iii are nonzero. The number of nonzero di, denoted by 
Z(A), is called the length of 1. If C ,li = n, then A is called a partition of 
weight n, denoted ]A( = n. We also write n(A) = C (i - 1) Ai. Given a 
partition 3, = ()Li ,..., A,) of length <n, the Schur functions S, are defined by 
The determinant in the numerator of (1.8) is divisible in Z [x, ,..., x,] by each 
of the differences (xi - xi), 1 < i <j < n, and hence by their product, which 
is the Vandermonde determinant 
,,G,. (Xi-Xj)=det(xi”-‘),(i,jCn (1.9a) 
= V,(x, )...) X”). (1.9b) 
Thus, the quotient in (1.8) is a symmetric polynomial in x, ,..., x, with coef- 
ficients in Z. For example, SC”) = h, and SC,,, = e,, are, respectively, the nth 
homogeneous and elementary symmetric functions of x, ,..., x,. 
Schur functions (also denoted S-functions) were first considered by Jacobi 
[ 121 just as in (1.8). Their relevance to the representation theory of the 
symmetric groups and the general linear groups was discovered much later 
by Schur [23]. The name S-function (or Schur function) is due to Littlewood 
and Richardson [ 161. A modern treatment of S-functions can be found in 
[I I, 17, 20,24,25]. 
At this point it is convenient to establish some notation. Fix p and assume 
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that m - n = k is a constant. Denote the sets of variables (y, ,..., yLl+ i}, 
(Y~+~,..., Y,}, {yl,..., Y,}, and {J,,..., S,} by A, B, E, and F, respectively. If 
Z=m, + .*a + m,, with mi monomials, then 
S,(Z) = S,(m, + .-. + m,) = S,(x, ,..., x,)I,~=~~. (1.10) 
On the other hand, S,(-(Z)) E S,(-Z) is defined symbolically by 
S,(-(Z)) E S,(-(m, + ... + m,)) E (-1)” S,,,(Z), (1.11) 
where ]A] =A, + ... + A,, is the sum of the parts of A and 1’ is the conjugate 
partition to 2. That is, L’ = (Ai, A;,..., n;,,,), with A( = ]i(j 1 lj > i)]l. For 
example, (5, 2, 1) is the conjugate partition of (3, 2, 1, 1, 1). Note that 
S,(-(m, +... + m,)) is nof equal to S,(x, ,..., xn) Ixi=-,,,,. The definitions 
given by (1.10) and (1.11) are implicit in [ 131 and [ 17, see Remark (3.10) 
on p. 261. 
Let A, p be partitions. In [ 17, p. 391 the skew Schur function Snip is 
defined by 
where v c /1 means vi < li for all i > 1, and the integers ciI, are the 
Littlewood-Richardson rule coefficients determined by 
S,(Z) * S”(Z) = L’ c;,&(z). 
T 
(1.13) 
Note that S,,, = S,, where 0 denotes the zero partition. Also, c:~, = 0 unless 
IAl= IPI + 14, so that SA,p is homogeneous of degree 11 I - ]p /, and is zero if 
/A / < lp ]. In fact, SAlp = 0 unless p c A. The combinatorial definition of the 
L-R coefficients ciU is given in Section 2. 
Given the sets of variables E and F, let E + F denote the set union 
{?J , t.**, Y” 3 6, ,***, 6,). There is then [ 17, p. 411 the following classical result: 
S,(E +F) = x S,,,(E) S,(F) = \‘ S,,,(F) S,(E). (1.14) 
PCl PCA 
It is immediate from (1.11) and (1.14) that 
SAP - F) = 1 S,,,(E) S,(-F) 
o,=A 
(1.15a) 
= DyA (-1)“” S,,,(E) . So@), (1.15b) 
where p’ is the conjugate partition to p. If one thinks of y, ,..., y,, 6, ,..., 6, as 
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monomials, and interprets E-F symbolically as the general (signed) sum of 
monomials (yr + ... + y,) - (6, + ... + 6,), then (1.15) may be taken as the 
definition of S,((y, + ..a + 7,) - (6, + .a. + 6,)). Note that (1.15) is very 
different from SA(y, ,..., yn, -6, ,..., -6,). 
Both formulas (1.12) and (1.13) are unchanged if 2 is replaced by the 
symbol (E - F) that appears in (1.15). The skew Schur function S,,,(E - F) 
can also be written as the determinant. 
S,,,(E-F)=det(h,i-pj-i+j(E-F)),si,jsn~ (1.16) 
where II > Z(A), and h, is the Zth homogeneous symmetric function of the 
symbol (E -F) determined by the generating function identity 
x t’h,(E -F) = fi (1 - tsi) 
I 
fi (1 - tyi). (1.17) 
I>0 i=l i=l 
Even if 2 is any (signed) sum of monomials we still have the Jacobi- 
Trudi identity 
(1.18) 
where n > I(A) and h,(Z) is defined as in (1.17). 
Both results (1.16) and (1.18) may be found in [17]. 
Our stating point for the construction of an algorithm to compute 
zGr’(E; F) = TGp’(y; 6) is the following fundamental theorem from [9]. 
THEOREM 1 19 Let mG(“)(E * * u 9 ‘; F) be defined as in (1.6). We then haue 
c (-l)lA’ S,,(F) 





,z E(W) EL y;(y-i+-il fi y”,(if 
n i=p+2 
* ~G~,(,~~-X(~EW({I,~,...,E~+ l})),;F) 3 
I 
(1.20) 
where V,(E) = V,( , yi, ) is given by (1.9), E(W) is the sign of the permutation 
w, L is a partition, and 13’ is the conjugate partition of 1. 
In [9] it was shown that (1.8) and (1.20) yield the elegant formula given 
by 
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THEOREM 1.2 1. Let ‘IfG:“‘(E; F) be defined as in (1.6). We then have 
;G:“‘(E;F)= (-l)(e:‘) \-‘ 
A=+? I 
(-l)lA’ S,,(F) 
2,. .( “+I) 
A,<(utl)+(m-n) 
*S w+m-n,-nm~ (1.22) 
where A is the partition, A’ is the conjugate partition of A, and 
(,u + 1 + m - n) - II denotes the partition v = (v, , v~,..., vu+ ,) with vi = 
C.D+ 1 +m-n)-A,+,-j. 
Iterating (1.20) has important advantages over iterating (1.6). Given that 
‘IfGj,‘!! ,(E; F) is a b isymmetric polynomial of E and F it is not difficult to 
show that the inner sum in (1.20) is a skew-symmetric polynomial in E and a 
symmetric polynomial in F. Equations (1.8) and (1.9) then imply that the 
Vandermonde determinant V,(E) evenly divides the inner sum in (1.20), 
yielding a polynomial bisymmetric in E and F. Thus, starting with (1.22), we 
know that ZfGF’(E; F) is a bisymmetric polynomial in E and F. The fact that 
zGr’(E; F) is a polynomial has now been reduced to (1.8). In [9] this 
discussion was summarized by 
THEOREM 1.23. Let zGy’(E; F) be determined as in Definition 1.5. 
Then 
;Gb”‘(E; F)= (-l)(“:‘)q K- 
(aJG”.,,m.“I 
b,,.,,S,(E) s S,(F), (1.24) 
where ~kl?,m,n~ is a set of ordered pairs (a, /I) of partitions that depends on 
P, 4, m, and n; b(u,4, is an integer uniquely determined by (a, p); and S,(E) 
and S,(F) are Schur functons in the uariables (y, ,..., 7,) and {S, ,..., a,], 
respectively. Moreover, the set Qn(,,q,m,n, is unique. That is, there is only one 
expansion of the form (1.24) for TGF’(E; F). 
Let (M)’ denote the partition consisting of 1 parts equal to M, and 
(p+l+m-n)-A be the partition v=(v,,v~,...,v~+,) with vi= 
t,l+ 1 +m-n)-A.,t,-i that appears in (1.22). Keeping in mind (1.1 l), 
(1.15), and observing that the skew Schur function S,, + i +m-njY+~,i(E) can 
be written as 
s (Utl+m-n)~~‘,~(E)=S(u+l+,~“,-n(E), (1.25) 
A. Lascoux [ 151 pointed out that the sum on the right-hand side of (1.22) is 
simply the single term 
~G1”‘(E;F)=(-l)(U:‘)S,,t,+,_“,~+~(E -F). (1.26) 
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Substituting the ,U = 1, m = n = 4 case of (1.26) into the p = 1, q = 2, 
m = n = 4 case of (1.20) and transforming and simplifying the resulting 
sums, Lascoux then obtained the formula 
where D denotes the set difference E - F. 
Equation (1.27) is quite remarkable. When each of the terms S,(D) in 
(1.27) is expanded by means of (1.12) and (1.15) we obtain Eq. (3.30) of 
[91, which takes three typed pages to write out. After the terms 
corresponding to {S,,(D)} 2 are multiplied out by the Littlewood-Richardson 
rule given by (1.13), Eq. (3.30) of [9] is of the form (1.24). Now, if in (1.27) 
we replace the symbol D = E - F by E, we obtain precisely the terms in 
(3.30) of [9] that are of the form b(,,&, S,(E) . 1. That is, we obtain that part 
of (3.30) of [9] that depends only on E. In other words, the “constant term” 
in (3.30) of [9] determines the entire formula when E is replaced by 
D = E - F. This strongly suggests that the double sum on the right-hand side 
of (1.20) is determined by the single term in which A is the empty partition 
and w  is the identity permutation. That is, we should be able to obtain 
zGr’(E; F) directly from ZGT? r(y, - 1, y2 - l,..., y&+, - 1, y,+ 2 ,..., y, ; F). 
This is exactly what our “umbra1 calculus” does. 
Motovated by (1.26) and (1.27) we now state one of the main results of 
this paper. 
THEOREM 1.28. Fix p > 0 and k = m -n. There are integers aA,9, ,A a 
partition, q a nonnegative integer such that 
;Gr’(E; F) = c a,,,S,(E -F). (1.29) 
IAl~(~+l)(~+l+k)~ 
Ac[(u+l+k)ql’u+‘h 
If n > (,u + 1)q and m > @ + 1 + k)q then a,,, is independent of n. More 
generally, f S,(E -F) # 0, then aA,q is independent of n. 
-A similar “stabilization” theorem involving S,(E) . S,(F) instead of 
S,(E - F) was proven in (91. Just as in [9] it follows from (1.29) that the 
n = 01 + 1)s and m = (,u + 1 + k)q case of (1.29) gives the correct formula 
for “‘+,!Gr+‘)(E; F), for all integers I, when the sets E and F contain (n + I) 
and (m + I) variables, respectively. 
Ifp=@ r ,..., pJ, where pi are integers, then denote by (X)” the monomial 
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$1 . . . XP’ I , where X= {x ,,..., x,}. Let the permutations w E S‘, act on 
subscripts. For example, We = x”,$i, ... x$,,, . Let 6, be the partition (1- 1, 
1 - 2,..., l,O). In what follows it is convenient to have the notion of vector 
sum and direct sum of two partitions. Let a, /I, and y be the three partitions 
a = (a, ) a* ,...) a,), P = GB, 3 P2 >***3 p,). and y = (y,, yz ,..., y,). The vector sum 
a + ,8 and direct sum a @ y are defined by 
and 
a + P = (a, + P, , a2 + P2 ,..., a, + P,) (1.30a) 
a 0 y = (al , a2 ,..., a,, y, 9 y2 ,..., y,>. (1.30b) 
Note that a + ,8 is a partition while a @ y may not be. In general, a @ y is 
just a (n + m)-tuple. 
As an illustration of (1.11) and the above notation we rewrite Theorem 
1.19 in the form given by 
COROLLARY 1.31. Let zGF’(E; F) be defined as in (1.6). We then have 
;Gb”‘(E; F) = ‘-:‘I;” \’ S,t C--F) 
n .3=t,l I....., I”+,) 
A,<m 
. ;G~!,(Y, - l,...,yu+I - 1,&F)] , 
1 
(1.32) 
where, without loss of generality, w acts only on y1 ,..., y, + , when applied to 
;Gy? 1. 
Before stating our next main result we need 
DEFINITION 1.33. Let 4 = (4,) #2 ,..., 4,) be an n-tuple of non-negative 
integers that is not necessarily a partition. If all the coordinates of (4 + 8,) = 
(4, + n - 1, h + n-L., km1 + 1, 4,) are distinct then there is a unique 
permutation ug E S, that orders the parts of (Q + S,) in decreasing order. 
Denote the resulting partition (with distinct parts) by 06(# + 8,). In addition, 
let (#),, be the partition 
(1.34) 
Now, given any n-tuple $ = (4,) #2,..., #,,), we determine S,(E - F) by means 
of 
S,(E -F) = 0, if the parts of ($ + 8,) are not distinct. (1.35a) 
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Otherwise, 
S,(E -F) = 4%) * q,,p -a (1.35b) 
where (d),, is the partition given by (1.34) and ~(0~) is the sign of the 
permutation (T@. (Note that if Q is a partition then the parts of (Q + 6,) are 
distinct, o* is the identity permutation, and the right-hand side of (1.35b) is 
simply S,(E - F).) 
Both our umbra1 calculus and Theorem 1.28 are a consequence of 
Eq. (1.26), Corollary 1.3 1, and the fundamental summation provided by 
THEOREM 1.36. Let 
G m.n _ 
1 
“‘O 




m - n = k is constant, 
qu) <P + 1, 
~(a>~min(CU+l>(s-1>,n-Cu+1>}, 






and A, B, E, and F denote the sets of variables 
We then have 
G m,n _ s “,a - (((etI+m-n)u+l+l,)Oa)(E-F), (1.39) 
where S (((U+l+m-n,“+l+r,,OLI,(E - F) is determined by the $ = 
(((u-t 1 +m-n)“+’ + V) @ a) case of Definition 1.33. 
The condition in (1.38~) is justified since S,,(A) = 0 unless 
Z(V) <p + 1 = I/A (I. Both constraints in (1.38d) are essential to the proof of 
Theorem 1.36 and its applications. 
Before stating our umbra1 calculus for zGr’(E; F) we need two general 
facts about Schur functions given by 
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THEOREM 1.40. 
S,(X t Y) = y c;j,S,(Y) S,(X), (1.41) 
rr,aca 
where eta are the L-R coeflcients in (1.13) and X and Y are two (signed) 
sums of monomials; 
and 
THEOREM 1.42 (A. LASCOUX). 






and A = {yl, y2 ,..., Y, + ,I. 
Theorem 1.40 appears in [ 17; see Eq. (5.9) on p. 411 and Theorem 1.42 is 
due to A. Lascoux [14] and can be found in [17; see Ex. 10, p. 301. 
Working entirely with polynomials, our umbra1 calculus uniquely 
determines TGy’(E; F) from zG:l r(E; F) and combinatorial rules involving 
Ferrers diagrams (i.e., partitions). To this end, by (1.26), assume that 
‘;lGr’ l(E; F) is of th e f orm given by Eq. (1.29). That is, assume that 
;Gb”! I (EiF) = -i‘ 
Ial<w+IGItkN-I) 
a,l.,-, S,(E -F). (1.45a) 
In order to apply Theorem 1.36 we also need to assume that 
cut l)q<n. (1.45b) 
The first step of the umbra1 calculus is to compute iGy_) ,(y, - 1, 
Y2 - lY> Y,  t I - 1, B; F). Replacing X and Y by A and (B - F), respectively, 
in (1.4 1) and then applying Theorem 1.42 to S,(-1 + y, ,..., -1 t y,, + ,) 
yields 
~,(((Y,--~)~(Y,-~)+...+(Y,+,-~))+(B--F)) 
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wher d,,, is defined by (1.44). Combining (1.45) and (1.46) then gives 
= -7 LL c a.+ 1 - c,, a + d,,, * S,.(A) *S,(B -F). Illb(u+l)(u+l+k)(~-l) n,oca 
/Ic[(u+ltk)(q-l)]lu+‘)(9-‘) L’CZ (1.47) 
Since A = (y ,,“‘,Yu+*}, S,(A)=0 1 un ess I(V) <,u + 1 = I(A 11. Thus, in what 
follows, we may assume that u = (v,. v2 ,..., v~+ ,). 
The deepest part of the umbra1 calculus, later justified by Theorem 1.36, is 
the next step. In the right-hand side of Eq. (1.47) replace S,(A) . S,(B - F) 
by the right-hand side of Eq. (1.39). The resulting sum is equal to 
zGp’(E; F). That is, we have 
THEOREM 1.48 (Umbra1 Calculus). Let ZGy! ,(E; F) be giuen by 
(1.45a) and assume that (1.45b) as well as (1.38a)-(1.38c) hold. We then 
have 
where S (((P+l+m-n,rr+l+.)O,)(E-F) is determined by the #= 
(((u+ 1 +m-n)“+l + v) 0 a) case of Definition 1.33, cl are the L-R 
coeflcients in (1.13), and the d,, are defined by (1.44). (We must have 
l(v) <P + 1 and l(a) < n - (U + 1) in order to apply this theorem.) 
Remark 1.50. Our inductive proof of Theorem 1.28 will also provide a 
direct proof of Theorem 1.48. Indeed, see the analysis in Section 5 leading to 
Eq. (5.5). 
Remark 1.51. We can think of the umbra1 calculus as replacing each 
S,(E - F) in (1.45) by the inner sum, indicated by { ... }, in (1.49). Super- 
ficially, this replacement seems to have little to do with either the right-hand 
side of (1.6) or (1.32). It is purely combinatorial and involves just 
polynomials and partitions, while both (1.6) and (1.32) deal with rational 
functions. More importantly, the process of going from (1.45) to (1.49) 
appears to be equivalent to just having to consider the single term of (1.32) 
in which A is the empty partition and w  is the identity permutation. For all 
these reasons, this replacement can be considered a “symbolic” operator that 
is analogous to the “umbra1 calculus” methods used to compute 
:Gr’((Xij + Ai)) in [3,4], where :Gf’((xij + A,)) was shown to be a certain 
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“symbolic” qth power of iG’,3’((~ii + Ai)). Note that the umbra1 calculus for 
fGp’((xij + d,)) involves the variables {d,, d,, A3) and (xlz, xZ3, x3,}, while 
Theorem 1.48 is expressed in terms of the new variables (y, ,..., y,} and 
IS ,,..., 6,). It is our hope that Theorem 1.48 can eventually be used to derive 
the umbra1 calculus used in ]3,4] to compute :Gr)((xii +di)). Some 
progress in this direction has already been made in [ 9; see Section 6.1. The 
umbra1 calculus used in [3,4] is similar to that in 12 1, 221. 
In Section 6 we illustrate Theorem 1.48 by some examples. Starting with 
(1.26) we utilize (1.49) to compute ;Gy’(E; F) and “‘iG:“‘(E; F). In 
particular, we show how to obtain the right-hand side of (1.27). Iterating 
Theorem 1.48 provides a very effective algorithm for the direct computation 
of the polynomials zGr’(E; F). 
In Section 7 , as an application of Theorem 1.28, we prove 
THEOREM 1.52 (Conjugation Symmetry). Let zGr’(E; F) be deter- 
mined as in (1.24). We then have 
;Gb”‘(E;F)= (-l)(“:% x b,,,,,S,@) . S,,(F), (1.53) 
(aJ’~Ql”.,,“,“, 
where a’ and /3’ are the conjugate partitions of a and p, respectively. 
Remark 1.54. This theorem was conjectured in [9; see Eq. (3.33)]. It 
turns out that conjugation symmetry is also true if we start with (1.29) 
instead of (1.24). 
We prove Theorem 1.52 by showing that it is equivalent to the known 
THEOREM 1.55 (Transposition Symmetry). Define ,“G,!,“‘(y; 6) as in 
Definition 1.5 or Corollary 1.3 1. We then have 
,“GT’( 3 Yi> ; 3 6i, ) = iGjl”‘( 3 -ai, ; 1 -yi, ). (1.56a) 
That is, 
,“GF’(y; 6) = ,nGb”‘(-6; -y). (1.56b) 
Remark 1.57. Theorem 1.55 was first proved for :Gy’((xij + d,)) in 141. 
then for ,-yGy’((Xij + Ai)) in [ 191, and finally for ,“Gr’((x, + di)) in [5]. 
The formulation of transposition symmetry in (1.56) in terms of (y, ,..., y,} 
and (6, ,..., 6,) appears in [9]. Transposition symmetry is the deepest 
symmetry yet discovered for ,“Gr’(E; F). A generalized transposition 
symmetry for TGF’(E; F) is proven in [lo]. The name transposition 
symmetry is used since, as written in (l.l), it means that .Gy’(X) = 
&W’), where X’ denotes the transpose of the n-by-n array 
x= ((Xij + A[))* 
Here is a brief plan of the rest of this paper: In Section 2 we present the 
607/51/l-4 
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combinatorial definition of the L-R coefficients ciU appearing in (1.13) as 
well as some additional facts about Schur functions and skew Schur 
functions that will be needed in the later section. Section 3 contains a proof 
of a basic combinatorial lemma that is used in the proof of Theorem 1.36. In 
Section 4 we prove Theorem 1.36. Finally, in Section 5 we give the inductive 
proof of Theorem 1.28, and hence, as mentioned above, the direct proof of 
Theorem 1.48. 
The Schur functions S,(E -F) that occur in (1.29) not only lead to an 
efficient algorithm for computing zGr’(E; F). Recently, in [l] the Schur 
functions S,(E - ((-6,) + a.. + (-6,))) have arisen as characters of the 
general linear super algebras pi(v) in A. Berele and A. Regev’s general- 
ization of Schur’s classical work on the representation theory of the 
symmetric groups and the general linear groups. 
Remark 1.58. The change of variables (1.2), introduced in [9], is quite 
natural. If we think of (6, ,..., 6,) as a set of initial labels then {yl ,..., Y,,} can 
be considered a set of final labels since yi = 6, + d, and {d, ,..., A,} is a set of 
shifts. In [9] it was shown that iGr’(y; 6) is bisymmetric in {JJ, ,..., y,} and 
IS ,,..., S,}. Special cases of this S, x S, symmetry of zGp’(y; 6) have 
previously (implicitly) appeared in the mathematical physics literature. In [ 2; 
see p. 1151 it was shown that all elementary projections satisfy a generalized 
Weyl (permutational) symmetry that exchanges the labels of the irrep labels 
of both the initial and final patterns. The same symmetry follows for Wigner 
operators since it is also shown in [2] that all Wigner operators can be 
written in terms of elementary projections. This S,, symmetry for Wigner 
operators implies that the invariant operators satisfy the S, x S, symmetry, 
which exchanges initial and final patterns independently. The reason for this 
is the theorem due to Weyl that every invariant function is a rational 
function of the invariant operators and hence is invariant under the 
permutational symmetry of S,. Now, in [4] the explicit S, x S, symmetries 
were shown only for the SU(3) denominator function. These symmetries 
imply that fGr’(y; S) is bisymmetric in {yi , yZ , y3 } and { 6,) 6,) 6, }. This fact 
is almost impossible to see directly in [4] since the variables {x,~, xZ3, x3,} 
and {A,, A,, A,} are used in the study iGf’(, Ai, ; ,x~,~+,, ) while 
Ai = yi - di and xij = Ji - Sj. The fact that :GF’(y; S) is bisymmetric was not 
emphasized in [2-4] since this symmetry obscures the fact that 
:Gy’(,Ai, ;,Xi,i+l, ) is left invariant when yi and Ji are replaced by (yi + C) 
and (Si + c), respectively. The translation invariance of all labels by the same 
fixed constant is simply the realization that one is working not in the group 
U(n) but rather in the group SU(n). Nontheless, the study of the S, X S, 
symmetry of zGr’(y; S) by means of Schur functions is made even more 
interesting by the fact that the choice of variables {y,,..., r,} and {S, ,..., 6,}, 
as well as the S, x S, symmetry for :GF’(y; S), is implicit in [2-4]. 
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At this point we would like to thank A. Garsia and A. Lascoux for very 
helpful discussion about explicit computational formulas from the theory of 
i-rings. 
2. ADDITIONAL BASIC FACTS ABOUT SCHUR FUNCTIONS 
Before giving the proofs of the main results of this paper we need to 
review some additional properties of Schur functions. To this end we first 
present the Littlewood-Richardson rule [ 16, 20,241 which gives the 
combinatorial interpretation of the coefficients c& in (1.13). We then point 
out some basic consequences of this rule that we need in the following 
sections. Finally, we give the definition of S, in terms of alternates and 
observe that the set of products (S,(y ,,..., y,) . S,(6 ,,..., S,)} form an 
integral basis. 
Throughout the rest of this paper we will need the 
LITTLEWOOD-RICHARDSON RULE: Let a,P and 1 bepartitions. We then 
have 
where c$ is equal to the number of skew tableaus T of shape A- a and 
weight p such that w(T) is a lattice permutation. 
Now, a shape corresponding to the partition 1= (A,, 1, ,..., A,) consists of I 
left-justified rows of squares such that the ith row contains Ai squares. The 
rows are numbered from bottom to top. For example, the shape 
corresponding to the partition (5, 3, 2, 1, 1) is 
(2.2) 
If 1 = (A,) AZ,..., A,) and a = (a,, a2 ,..., a,), ai < Ai, then the skew shape 
corresponding to A - a is obtained from the shape J, by remowing from J. the 
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first ai squares in the ith row. We remove squares from left to right. For 
example, the skew shape (5, 3, 2, 1, l)-(3, 1, 1, 0,O) is 
(2.3) 
Suppose that lli - ai = pi for 1 < i < 1. Then a skew tableau T of shape 
A - a and weight /3 is an assignment of the integers 1,2,..., 1 to the squares of 
the skew shape A- a such that: exactly one integer is assigned to each 
square; i is assigned exactly pi times; going up columns of I - a the assigned 
integers strictly increase; and, moving from left to right across rows of I - a, 
the integers weakly increase (do not decrease). For example, a skew tableau 
of shape (5, 3, 2, 1, l)-(3, 1, l,O, 0) and weight (2, 2, 1, 1, 1) is 
(2.4) 
Suppose that the skew tableau T is given by 
(2.5a) 
We then associate to T the word w(T) given by 
w(T) = ala2a3a4a5a6a7. (2.5b) 
That is, w(T) is the juxtaposition w,(T) w,-,(T) .a. w,(T) w,(T), where wi(T) 
is the word consisting of the integers in the ith row of T read from left to 
right. For example, if T is given by (2.4) then w(T) = 3 2 5 2 4 1 1. 
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Finally, the word w(T) = a,a, ... a,_,a, ..a aN in the integers 1, 2 ,..., 1 is 
said to be a lattice permutation if for 1 < r < N and 1 < i < l- 1, the 
number of occurrences of the integer i in a,a,+, ... ay is not less than the 
number of occurrences of i + 1. Thus, w(T) = 3 2 5 2 4 1 1 arising from (2.4) 








is a lattice permutation. The precise definition of a tableau of given shape 
and weight can be found in [ 171. 
From the above combinatorial description of c$ it is not hard to see that 
the coefftcients c$ are independent of n and only depend upon the partitions 
C.-I, p, and A. 
We illustrate (2.1) and the definition of ci, by the following example: 
S,,,(x). ~Z.l(X)‘~&) + S4.LO) + Sdx) + 2S,.Ll(X) 
+ S,,,z(x) + S,l(X) + S*2.,*(x), (2&a) 
where (x) denotes (x1, x2 ,..., xJ. The terms on the right-hand side of (2.6a) 
correspond to the skew tableaus given by 
1 ;h* 2 1 
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respectively. For each skew tableau T of shape A - a we have indicated a by 
the blank squares, A- a by the squares containing an integer, and A. by all 






Remark 2.1. Suppose that the partitions a, /3, and A are given by 
a = (a,, a2 ,..., a,), j? = @, , /I1 ,..., /I,), and I = (A,, A, ,..., A,). Then, in (2.1) it 
is not hard to see that 
c;t* = 0 unless ]A] = Ial + iJ?I 
and for 
1 < i < 1, that ai < Izi and pi < Ai. P-8) 
The second condition in (2.8) is often denoted by a, j3 c A. Furthermore, if a, 
/3, and I are as in (2.1) then we must have 
(2.9) 
To see this consider the rows of I that contain no squares of a. The same 
rows are present in A - a and form a partition themselves, say, v. Since the 
number of squares in the first column of v is I(v) it is immediate from the 
column-strict part of the definition of a skew tableau T of shape II - a and 
weight /I that I(v) < I(p). Clearly, I(A) = Z(a) + I(V). The inequality (2.9) is 
then immediate. 
Remark 2.10. In [20], J. B. Remmel and R. Whitney formulate a new 
combinatorial rule for expanding the product of Schur functions as a sum of 
Schur functions. This rule not only deals with the product of two Schur 
functions but also allows for the direct computation of the expansion of the 
product of any number of Schur functions. Remmel and Whitney’s rule 
implies the Littlewood-Richardson rule, is easily stated, and is well suited to 
computer implementation. 
The first consequence of (2.1) that we need is 
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LEMMA 2.11. Assume that m > ,u + 1. Let p = @, ,..., p, + 1) be a partition 
with l(p) <,u + 1 such that pc(m)““. Define the partition p* by means of 
p*=(m-pp,+,,m-pp,....,m-p,) 
= Lm-P,t2-i, 1 
= @I*, Pz*Y., P,*+ 1). (2.12) 
Zf cig are the coeflcients in (1.12) or (1.13) we then have 
(m)u+l 
I 
0, C,.m = 
if ##p (2.13a) 
1, if d =p. (2.13b) 
In particular, by (1.12), the skew Schur function SC,,,,,,+l,p.(x) is simplv 
S,(x). That is, 
s (,,p+I,,*(.~> = S,(x). (2.14) 
ProoJ By (1.12) it is sufftcient to establish (2.13). We show by 
induction on p > 0 that there is only one skew tableau T of shape 
(m)U+’ - p* such that w(T) is a lattice permutation. Each column of T can 
be described as follows: 
(a) the integer 1 is placed in the bottom cell of the column, and 
(2.15) 
(b) the integers in adjacent cells of the column differ by exactly one. 
Once such a construction of T has been given, it is not hard to see that the 
weight of T is p, and thus, that (2.13) must hold. For example, if m = 10, 
iu + 1 = 8, and p = (10, 8,8,6, 3, 3, 1, 0), the above skew tableau T is 
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We now prove by induction on ,u > 0 that T is characterized by the 
conditions in (2.15). If ,U = 0 then, since w(T) is a lattice permutation, the 
cell in the right-most column of T must contain a 1. The fact that T is a 
skew tableau then implies that the rest of the cells in the bottom (and only) 
row of T must also be filled with 1’s. This establishes (2.15) for p = 0. 
Now, assume that (2.15) is true for a given C,u - 1) > 0. Let T’ be T with 
the top row deleted. T’ is a skew tableau of shape (m)P - @:,..., p,*) such 
that w(T’) is a lattice permutation. Thus, by assumption, T’ is uniquely 
determined by (2.15). Let I,, I, ,..., m 1 denote the lengths of the columns, 
ordered from right to left, of the tableau T’. By the definition of p* and T’ it 
is immediate that 
I, > 1, > . . . > I,. (2.16) 
The cells, ordered from bottom to top, in the ith column (from the right) of 
T’ contain the integers 
1) 2 )...) Ii. (2.17) 
Since T’ is a skew tableau, all the integers in the cells of T’ are bounded 
by I,. Since w(T) is a lattice permutation and T is also a skew tableau, 
(2.17) implies that the top cell in the right-most column of T must contain 
(1 + Ii). Now, if I, = I, = .. . = I,, then (2.17) and the fact that T is a skew 
tableau imply that all the rest of the cells in the top row of T must contain 
(1 + [,), and we are done. Otherwise, let a be chosen so that 
II=IZ=*.*=la>la+,. (2.18) 
All the cells in the top row of the right-most a columns of T contain (1 + I,). 
Now, since T’ is a skew tableau it is not difficult to see by (2.16~(2.18) that 
each of (1 + la+ i) and (2 + I,, i) appear exactly a times in the a right-most 
columns (already determined) of T, and that neither (1 + I,+ ,) nor (2 + I,, ,) 
appear in the first (m - a) columns of T’. Thus, by (2.17), the top cell in the 
(a + 1)st column from the right of the skew tableau T must contain 
(1 + I,, i). Otherwise, w(T) would not be a lattice permutation. Let b be 
chosen so that I,, I = I,, 2 = . . . = I, > lb+ i. Exactly the same argument 
implies that each of the top cells in the columns of T corresponding to 
I o+, ,..., lb must contain (1 + I, + , ). Moreover, the top cells in the columns of 
T corresponding to la+ I ,..., 1, must contain (1 + I,, ,). Moreover, the top cell 
in the column of T corresponding to lb+, must contain (1 + Zb+ i). Iterating 
this same argument as necessary finishes the inductive proof that T is 
characterized by the conditions in (2.15). Q.E.D. 
Remark 2.19. Equation (1.25) is just (2.14) with m replaced by 
(J+ 1 +m--n) andp the partition &+ 1 +m---)-A. 
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Lemma 2.11 is well-known in the context of the duality theorem of 
Schubert calculus. The above proof is essentially that on page 240 of R. 
Stanley’s paper in Springer Lecture Notes Number 579. A non-combinatorial 
proof is given by D. E. Littlewood in J. London Math. Sot. 28 (1953), 
494-500. 
For the next application of (2.1) we need to define the connected 
components of a skew shape. A pafh in a skew shape A is a sequence 
x,,, x, ,..., x, of squares in ,I such that xi-, and xi have a common side, for 
1 < i < m. A subset 4 of 1 is said to be connected if any two squares in 4 can 
be connected by a path in 9. The connected components of a skew shape ,I 
are the maximal connected subsets of 1. Each connected component of d is 
always a skew shape. For example, the skew shape in (2.3) has three 
connected components. Now, by remark (5.7) of 117, p. 401 we have 
LEMMA 2.20. The skew Schur function S.l,r is zero unless A ~,a, in 
which case it depends only on the skew shape 1 - p. If 8,. d2 ,,.., 8, are the 
connected components of 1 -p then we have 
S,,,(Z) = ti S,,(Z). (2.2 I) 
i=l 
Let v and p be partitions with I(v) <,u + 1 and I@) < ,U + 1 such that 
pc(m) . U +’ Define the partition p* by means of (2.12). It then follows from 
Lemma 2.20 that the product (SCmJu+,,p, ). S,. is equal to the skew Schur 
function of shape (((m)“+’ + v)@ (m)@“)- ((m)Nt’ BP*). That is, we 
have 
(S (m)e+l,p’(Z)) . S,.(Z) = s (((m~u+~+~~)~(mfu+~~i((rnl~+~~p') (Z). (2.22) 
Now, expanding the right-hand side of (2.22) by using (1.12) and appealing 
to (2.1) yields 
(S on~u+I,p’m) * S,iZ) = \’ C (((mln”tI.)~(nr)u~I) _ ((m)u+'Oo').o . s,m 
mc(((m)u+'+l,)Olm)u+I) 
I(O)CL($ I (2.23) 
where the coefficient of S,(Z) is equal to the number of skew tableaus T of 
shape (((m)P + I + V) @ (rn)ll+‘) - ((m)ui ’ @ p*) and weight 4 such that 
w(T) is a lattice permutation. We have I(4) < ,U + 1 since we are assuming 
that (Z) = ((z, ,..., z, + , )). 
From [ 11, 17) we know that the Schur functions S,(x, ,,.., x,,), where 
r(n) < n and [Al = k, form an integral basis of the homogeneous symmetric 
polynomials of degree k in (x1,..., x,,} with integer coefficients. Moreover, if 
6, and c, are integers, then 
x b, s Sak,,..., x,,) = x c, . s,(x ,,..., x,,) (2.24a) 
ncn, ntf>~ 
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implies that 
L?,=Q, and b,=c,. (2.24b) 
Now, making use of the symmetric, bilinear, Z-valued inner product ( , ) for 
symmetric functions [ 11, 171 determined by (S,, S,) = a,,, = 1 if A = p and 
0, otherwise, it is not difficult to establish 
LEMMA 2.25. Any bisymmetric polynomial in {y, ,..., y, } and (6, ,..., 8, } 
with integer coefficients can be uniquely expressed as an integral linear 
combination of products of Schur functions S,(y, ,..., y,) . S,(6, ,..., 6,) = 
S,(E) . S,(F). That is, the collection of all products {S,(E) . S,(F)} is an 
integral basis for the set of all such bisymmetric polynomials. 
Let A, be the ring of symmetric polynomials in n independent variables 
Xl ,***, xn with rational integer coefficients, and LC): /1, -+ A,, the ring 
homomorphism from [ 11, 171 determined by 
w(q) = h,, I<r<n, (2.26) 
where e, and h, are, respectively, the rth elementary and homogeneous 
symmetric functions of x, ,..., x,. It turns out that 
w(S,) = S,‘, (2.27) 
where A’ is the conjugate partition of A. 
In order to prove the conjugation symmetry for iGy’(E; F) given by 
Theorem 1.52 we will need 
LEMMA 2.28. Let the integers c:,~ be determined by) either (1.13) or the 
Littlewood-Richardson rule in (2.1). We then have 
(2.29) 
where A’, a’, /I’ are the conjugate partitions, respectively, of A, a, and p. 
Proof Recalling (2.27) and applying the ring homomorphism o to both 
sides of (2.1) gives 
S&, ,***, XJ * S&-I,..., 1 XJ = c c$ S,!(X, )...) XJ. (2.30) 
By (2.1) it is immediate that 
s, ,(x, ,***9 x,) * S&I ,.--, x,) = 1 c$4’sJx, )..., x,). (2.3 1) 
@ 
Making use of (2.24) to equate coefficients between the right-hand sides of 
(2.30) and (2.3 1) we find that # = A’, and thus ci:,, = c$. Q.E.D. 
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Remark 2.32. Equation (2.29) can also be deduced directly from the 
Littlewood-Richardson rule in (2.1). 
For the following sections it is useful to make 
DEFINITION 2.33 (ALTERNATES). Let a = (a,,..., a,) be an I-tuple of 
nonnegative integers and (X)a the monomial x7’ + r. $1 where 
x= {x ,,..., x,). Then by a, = aCrrl ...., nij we mean the skew-symmetric 
polynomial given by 
a&, ,..., x,) = \‘ e(w) . [I x;,ii, II‘E f, i:l 
(2.34a) 
= - 1 E(W). w(Xy, 
WE i, 
(2.34b) 
where E(W) is the sign of the permutation w, and w acts on subscripts. 
Remark 2.35. It is immediate from (1.8) and Definition 2.33 that the 
Schur function S,(x, ,..., x,,), with A = (A, ,..., A,,), may be defined by means 
of 
S,(x, )...’ XJ = a(~~+bl) (x I’***’ X”> 
%“)(X, T...’ X”) ’ 
(2.34) 
where 6, is the partition (n - 1, n - 2,..., 1,O). In particular we have 
x E(W) . M’(x)(dL+8J = S,l(X) . y E(W) . w(X)“? (2.37) 
WE 9 ” WE i ,, 
Remark 2.38. By (2.34) it is not hard to see that 
a, QOllj.....Q,~ll) = E(U) a,, I,..., lx,)’ 
That is, 
a(a,) = E(0) a,. 
Thus, 
a&, Y-*.3 x,) = 0, unless a,, a2 ,..., a, are distinct. 




3. A BASIC COMBINATORIAL LEMMA 
In order to prove Theorems 1.36 and 1.48 we need 
LEMMA 3.1. Assume that m > p + 1. Let v and p be partitions with 
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i(v) < ,u + 1 and i@) < ,U + 1 such that p c (m)“+‘. Define the partition p* 
by means of (2.12). We then have 
S,(x 1-x,+1) * S”(X~,...,XL1+~)=S((m)rr+~+o),p’(~,,...,~,+,), (3.2) 
where ((m)“ + ’ + v) is the vector sum of the partitions (m)“+ ’ and v. 
It is immediate by (2.14) and (2.23) that S,(Z) . S,,(Z) is given by the 
right-hand side of (2.23). On the other hand, (1.12) implies that the skew 
Schur function on the right-hand side of (3.2) can be written as the sum 
s m)rt~+“),p*w = c c$y+‘+ I’) .S,(Z), (3.3) 
yc((m)r+l+v) 
Io,)<p+ I 
where (Z) = (xl ,..., x,+ i). By (2.23) and (3.3) it is not hard to see that 
Lemma 3.1 follows from 
LEMMA 3.4. Assume that m > ,u + 1. Let v and p be partitions with 
l(v) < ,a + 1 and I@) < ,a + 1 such that p c (m)B + I. Define the partition p* 
by means of (2.12). Let Q be any partition with i(4) < ,u + 1 such that 14) = 
Iv1 + IpI. We then have 
C((m) U+‘+v) = C(((m)P+‘+*‘)O(m)r+‘) 
P’.$ ((PIP+ @p’),#$ * (3.5) 
ProoJ We only consider $ such that 141 = 1 VI + IpI. Otherwise, both sides 
of (3.5) are zero. 
By (2.1), in order to prove (3.5), we must show that the number of skew 
tableaus T of shape ((m)fi+’ + v) - p* and weight 4 such that w(T) is a 
lattice permutation equals the number of skew tableaus T’ of shape 
(((m)“+’ + v) @ (m)@+‘) - ((m)pt’ @ p*) and weight 4 such that w(T’) is a 
lattice permutation. To this end, we construct a bijection between these two 
sets of tableaus. Denote these sets of all such tableaus T and T’ by ZYZ and 
n’, respectively. 
We first need some definitions. 
DEFINITION 3.6. Let T be a skew tableau of shape ((m)ui’ + v) -p*. 
Then L is the sub skew tableau of T corresponding to the shape (m)@” - p* 
and R is the sub tableau of T corresponding to the partition v. Similarly, if 
T’ is a skew tableau of shape (((m)p+’ + v) @ (m)@+‘) - ((m)pf’ 0~“) 
then L’ is the sub skew tableau of T’ corresponding to the shape (m)2’U+” - 
((m)“+’ @p*) and R’ is the sub tableau of T’ corresponding to the partition 
v. L and L’ are known as left tableaus and R and R’ as right tableaus. For 
example, if m = 3, p + 1 = 4, p* = (3, 2, l,O), v = (3, 3, 1, 0), and 
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T= 











then L' and R' are given by (3.8) and (3.9), respectively. 
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Note that T’ in (3.10) is obtained from T in (3.7) by just “moving up” 
,B + 1 = 4 units the left tableau L of T. Moreover, both T and T’ have the 
same left and right tableaus. These facts motivate 
DEFINITION 3.11 (BIJECTION BETWEEN 17 AND LZ’). Let T E L7 and 
T’ E L7’. Then the maps 4: n+ L7’ and v/: LZ’ + L7 are defined by 
(i) #(r> is obtained from T by “moving up” ,D + 1 units the left 
tableau L of T, (3.12) 
’ 
table?L ?fTT). 
is obtained from T’ by “moving down” ,U t 1 units the left 
I I (3.13) 
It is immediate that 4 and w are inverses of each other. 
The map 4 clearly sends skew tableau to skew tableau. Now, if T’ E ZZ’ 
then y(T’) is a skew tableau. To prove this, first observe that i is the largest 
possible integer in the (,B t 2 - i)th row (counting from top to bottom) of the 
left tableau L’ of T’. After moving L’ down ,U + 1 units the (u + 2 - i)th row 
of L’ is on the same level as the ith row of the right tableau R’ (now 
counting from bottom to top). The lattice permutation property of T’ (and 
thus R’) and the tableau constraints for the right tableau R’ of T’ imply that 
there is exactly one tilling of R’: in particular, counting from bottom to top, 
the ith row of R’ is tilled with the integer i only. Since L’ is a skew tableau 
and R’ is a tableau, this implies that t&T’) is a skew tableau whenever 
T’ E Ii”. 
We now show that if w(T) is a lattice permutation then so is w@(T)). For 
convenience set $(r> equal to T’ and denote the words w(T) and w(T’), 
defined in (2.5), by 
~(T)=a,u2 ... a,-,a, . . . a,, (3.14a) 
and 
w(T’)=b,b, ..a b,.,-,b,, . . . b,. (3.14b) 
Now, w(T’) is a lattice permutation if and only if for every r’, i with 
1 < r’ <N and 1 ,< i <,u, the number of occurrences of the integer i in 
b,.,b,s+, ..- b, is not less than the number of occurrences of it 1. We shall 
call the subword b,, b,., + , ‘. . b, a cut of w(T’) of length N - r’ t 1. Given a 
cut C’ of w(T’) of length N - r’ + 1 there is a cut C of w(T) of length 
N - r + 1 such that a, = b,.. and if b,, comes from the left tableau L’ of T’ 
(right tableau R ’ of T’) then a, is in the same position (as b,,) in the left 
tableau L of T (right tableau R of T). Note that r and r’ are generally not 
equal. For example, in (3.10) and (3.7), the cut 1 3 2 2 2 1 1 1 of w(T’) 
corresponds to the cut 1 2 2 2 1 1 1 of w(T). 
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Given corresponding cuts C’ of w(P) and C of w(T) we let C’(i) be the 
number of occurrences of i in C’ and C(i) be the number of occurrences of i 
in C. Recalling that the right tableaus R and R ’ are the same, we let 
R(i) = R’(i) denote the number of occurrences of i in w(R) = w(R’). 
Counting from bottom to top, recall that the ith row of R’ is filled with 
the integer i only. Thus, the word w(R’) associated to the right tableau R’ of 
T’ is uniquely determined by the partition v = (v, , v2 ,..., v, + ,). That is, 
w(R’) = w,+,(R’) wu(R’) ... w,(R’) w,(R’), (3.15a) 
where, 
w,(R’) is the word consisting of 1 repeated v, times. (3.15b) 
It is now immediate that w(R’) is a lattice permutation. 
Since any cut C’ of w(T’) of length no more than / VI is also a cut of w(R ‘) 
it has the lattice permutation property. On the other hand if the cut C’ of 
w(P) is of length more than 1 VI, then b,’ comes from the kth row (counting 
from top to bottom) of the left tableau L’ of T’ where 1 < k < ,U + 1. All of 
the integers on or beneath this row of L’ are bounded by (,D + 2 - k). Since 
the (D + 2 - k)th row (counting from bottom to top) of R’ is filled with the 
integer (,D + 2 - k) only, it is now not hard to see that 
C’(i) = C(i), if l<i<p+2-k. (3.16) 
Thus, since w(T) is a lattice permutation, it is immediate from (3.16) that 
C’(i) > C’(i + 1), if l<i<,u+2-k. (3.17) 
Now. it is clear that 
C’@+2-k)>R’&+2-k). (3.18) 
Since w(R ‘) is a lattice permutation 
R’(i) > R’(i + 1). (3.19) 
Finally, since all the integers on or beneath the kth row (counting from top 
to bottom) of L’ are bounded by ($ + 2 - k), 
R’(i) = C’(i), if i>p+3-k. (3.20) 
Equations (3.18)--(3.20) immediately imply 
c’@ + 2 - k) 2 C’@ + 3 - k). ‘(3.21) 
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Combining (3.19) and (3.20) yields 
C’(i)=R’(i)>R’(i+ l)=C’(i+ l), if i> (u + 2-k). (3.22) 
It is now clear from (3.17), (3.21), and (3.22) that w(T’) is a lattice 
permutation whenever ~(7’) is. 
Conversely, we now prove that if w(Y) is a lattice permutation then so is 
w(t,@“)). Set I&T’) equal to T. The correspondence between cuts C of T and 
cuts C’ of T’ that we will use here is different than the above correspondence 
of cuts. That is, for the same pair of skew tableaus, we are looking at a 
different pair of cuts. 
Let C E a, . . + aN be a cut of w(T) of length N - r + 1. If a,. comes from 
the left tableau L of T then there is a cut C’ E b,, ... b, of w(T’) of length 
N - r’ + 1 such that a, = b,, and b,., is an the same position (as a,.) in the 
left tableau L’ of T’. On the other hand, if a, comes from the kth row 
(counting from bottom to top) of the right tableau R of T, then there is a cut 
C’ E b,, ... b, of w(T’) such that b,, comes from the first position on the left 
of the (,u + 3 - k)th row (counting from top to bottom) of the left tableau L’ 
of T’. If k = 1 then we define C’ to be w(R). For example, in (3.7) and 
(3.10), the cut 2 3 1 2 2 2 1 1 1 of w(T) corresponds to the cut 
2 1 3 2 2 2 1 1 1 of w(T’); the cut 3 1 2 2 2 1 1 1 of w(T) corresponds to the 
cut 1 3 2 2 2 1 1 1 of ~(7”); and the cut 1 1 of w(T) corresponds to the cut 
3 2 2 2 1 I I of w(T’). 
Just as above, given corresponding cuts C of w(T) and C’ of w(T’) we let 
C(i) be the number of occurrences of i in C and C’(i) be the number of 
occurrences of i in C’. 
First suppose that a, belongs to the & + 2 - k)th row (counting from top 
to bottom) of the left tableau L of T. Just as above we then have 
C(i) = C’(i), if 1 < i < k. (3.23) 
Thus, since w(T’) is a lattice permutation, 
C(i) > C(i + l), if 1 < i < k. 
Since the integer i does not occur in C if k < i < ,u + 1, we have 
(3.24) 
C(i) > C(i + l), if k<i<p. (3.25) 
Next, suppose that a, comes from the kth row (counting from bottom to 
top) of the right tableau R of T. If k = 1 then C(i) > C(i + 1) since w(R) is a 
lattice permutation. (To see this directly, just note that in this case the cut C 
consists of just 1’s.) Now, if k > 1 it is not hard to see that 
C(i) = C’(i), if 1 < i < k. (3.26) 
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Thus, since w(Y) is a lattice permutation, 
C(i) >, C(i + l), if l<i<k-1. 
Now, it is immediate that 
C(k- l)>R(k- 1). 
(3.27) 
(3.28) 
Since w(R) is a lattice permutation, 
R(k- l)>R(k). (3.29) 
By the definition of the cut C we have 
R @I > C(k). (3.30) 
Combining (3.28~(3.30) gives 
C(k - 1) > C(k). 
Finally, since i does not occur in C if k < i < ,u + 1, 
(3.3 1) 
C(i) > C(i + l), if k<i<p. (3.32) 
In any case, it is now clear from (3.24)-(3.25) or (3.27), (3.31), and 
(3.32) that w(T) is a lattice permutation whenever w(Y) is. 
Therefore, the maps 4: A’-+ ZP and tq: n’ + n given in Definition 3.11 are 
bijections and the proof of Lemma 3.4 is complete. Q.E.D. 
4. PROOF OF THEOREM 1.36 
In this section we prove Theorem 1.36 by first showing it is true for 
sufficiently large n and then making use of symmetries of S,(E - F) and 
Gy,t(E; F) to deduce it in general. To this end we prove the following 
results: 
PROPOSITION 4.1. Let Gf,z(E; F) be defined by the right-hand side of 
(1.37). Suppose that y,, = 6, for some h, k such that 1 < h < n and 
1 < k < m. Then 
G::(E; F) lyh=s, = G:,,l*“-l(y,,..., yh- ,, yh+ ,,..., Y,; 6, ,.a., d,-,, a,+ I,-.., &,>, 
(4.2a) 
whenever 
4v),<cP+ 1) and t,u + 1) + l(a) < n. (4.2b) 
607/51/1-S 
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LEMMA 4.3. Let E = {vl ,..., r,], F= {S, ,..., S,}, 
E’= {Y,,.-.,Y,,IU b’n+,,-,Yn+,h and F’ = {S, ,..., 6,) U (Y,, , ,..., Y,,,}. 
If 1 is any partition then 
S,(E’-F’)=S,(E-I;). (4.4) 
THEOREM 4.5. Let m - n = k be constant. Suppose that 
n>k~fCu+l)[Cu+l+k)(q-1)+01+l)q+~/2], (4.6a) 
and 
n> (u+ l)q. (4.6b) 
Let Gr$‘(E; F) be defined by the right-hand side of (1.37). In addition, 
assume that the conditions in (1.38) hold. Then, Gr,$E; F) is given by the 
right-hand side of (1.39). That is, Theorem 1.36 is true for sufficiently large 
n. 
It is not hard to see that Theorem 1.36 is a consequence of Proposition 
4.1, Lemma 4.3, and Theorem 4.5. Let (,u + 1) + f(a) < n and I(V) <,u + 1. 





G:,‘,“(y , >***, Y, 7 * 4 3.4.) &J = Gllf:‘*“+‘(y, ,..., Y,,+!; 6, ,..., d,, Y,+ I,..., I’,,+,) 
=S (((ill+l+m-n)Y+l+L’)O,)(E’-F’) 
=S (((~+,+m--n)r+l+.,O,,(E-F), 
where E={y ,,..., r,], F= &,..., S,,,), E’ = {Y,,..., r,} u Ir,, ,,--, yn+,l, and 
8” = 16, ,..., 4,,} U {Y,, I,..., I’,,+,}. 
Remark 4.7. Theorem 1.28 is proven by induction on q > 0 and a 
central part of the inductive step is our proof of Theorem 1.36. In fact, the 
(q - 1) case of Theorem 1.28 implies Theorem 1.36 which in turn implies 
Theorem 1.28. Thus, in our proof of Theorem 1.36 we are able to use the 
(q - 1) case of Theorem 1.28. In particular, our proof of Proposition 4.1 
makes use of Eq. (1.47). 
We are now ready to give the 
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Proof of Proposition 4.1. By the same arguments used to prove Theorem 
1.20 of [9], substituting the expression (1.47) into the difference equation 
(1.5) and collecting the terms involving S&Y,) . S,(E,c -F), we find 
(assuming l(v) < (,u + 1) and (u + 1) + I(a) < n) that 




’ f j  !fi (Yi - sl> ’ su(ES) ’ sa(ES~ - F)y (4.8) 
ieS 




Now, if h E S then 
Es,= (yJi6C.9). (4.9b) 
Therefore, dropping the terms where h E S in Eq. (4.8) and setting yh = 6, 
yields 
G?,i’E F) Iyh=AK 
= \’ t-11 u+‘+‘(S) I.1 (yi-yj)-’ I[ (yi-yj)-’ 
SCI, i<j ici 
IISII=u + I ieS.jsS’ iES’.jES 
h&T irh iih 
’ j j  ,fj( (Yi-s!>’ (-I) “‘itS’i>h”‘. S,.(E,) . S,(E,c - F) JyIIz6,. 
ic.S Ifk 
i#h (4.10) 
For ScI,, ]]S/]=,LL+ 1, and h&S, we define S’cI,-, by 
S’=(iliES,i<h}U{i-lliES,i>h}. (4.11) 
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and 
I 6, = a. 
i:,, 
if i<k 
if i > k. 
For convenience, let F* denote the set 




With this notation, it follows from Eq. (4.10) that 
K’,W; F) Iyh=sk 





. n n (y; - 6;) - S,(E,O . S,(E(s,,c - F-h (4.14) 
i=l I=1 
ieS’ 
where (S’)’ is {l,..., n - 1 } - S’, E,, is the set (y; 1 i E S’ }, and Eos,,. is the 
set (r; ] i E (S’)‘}. Note that the proof of Lemma 4.3 (see below) justifies 
replacing S,(Es, -F) (,,=6, by the Schur function S,(EcsJjc- F-). The 
expression on the right-hand side of (4.14) is the right-hand side of (4.2). 
Q.E.D. 
Remark 4.15. Proposition 4.1 is a refinement of the corresponding cases 
of Theorem 4.20 of [9] and Theorem 1.65 of [5]. 
Next, we write out the 
Proof of Lemma 4.3. By the Jacobi-Trudi identity in (1.18) it is enough 
to show that 
h,(E’ -F’) = h,(E -F). (4.16) 
Now, it is immediate from (1.17) that 
c tPh,(E’ -F’) = 
ny!l (1 -tsi) ’ nf=l (l -ty,+i) nY=I (l - tsi) 
P>O 
ny==, (1 - tyi) * ni=l (1 -ty,+i) = nl=I (l -Vi> 
= c tPhp(E -F). 
P>O 
(4.17) 
Equation (4.17) clearly implies (4.16). 
Finally, we give the 
Q.E.D. 
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Proof of Theorem 4.5. Starting with (1.37) we use (1.15a) and (2.14) to 
express Gr*$(E; F) as 
\‘ 
PCi;;;)s+l 
S,(A) - S,,(A) . S,,(-F) . S,(B - F) 
II 
, (4.18) 
where the partition p* is defined by (2.12). Applying Lemma 3.1 to 
S,(A) . S,(A) we find 
For any partition j3 recall that I@) is the number of nonzero parts of /?. 
For the partition a occurring in (4.19) we have I(o) < @ + 1 )(q - 1) (see 
(1.38d)). If ,fI c a it follows that i(p) < Z(a) < (u + l)(q - 1). 
In order to continue the proof of Theorem 4.5 we must first prove 
LEMMA 4.20. Let m - n = k be constant. For n sufficiently large, e.g., 
n > k,u + @ + l>[@ + 1 + k)(q - 1) + 01 + 1)s +pu/2], (4.21a) 
n> 01-t l)q, (4.21b) 
we have 
. W[(A)S”t’(B)Sn~(“+llS ccm,u+l+,s)(~ -F) - S,(B 41. (4.22) 
Proof. By identity (1.15a) and an analogous identity we have 
S~~,~u+~+&f -F) = x S((m)r+l+Ld~> . S,(--FL (4.23a) 
pc((m)“+‘+L’) 
and 
S,(B -F) = \‘ S,(B) - Se/,(-F). 
Bca 
(4.23b) 
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From (2.12) it is not hard to see that the two sets of partitions 
IPIP~V”+‘~ and ~P*IP+O~+~I are the same. Thus, we can replace 
p* with p in (4.19) to obtain 
Hence, by (4.23) and (4.24), Lemma 4.20 will follow once we prove 
whenever n satisfies (4.21), /?c a, and p c ((m)“+’ + V) such that 
p 6z (my+‘. If Z(J) > llB[l = n - (,u + 1) then S,(B) = 0 and the sum in 
(4.25) is zero termwise. Thus, from here on assume that Z(p) < n - (u + 1). 






E(W) *  W[(A)"qp'""' . S,(A) *  S,(B)] 
I 
I(rn)<(u+ 1) 
= 0, (4.26a) 
where c~(,~)“+‘+“) is a Littlewood-Richardson rule coefficient and 
l$l=m@+ l)+lvl-IPI. (4.26b) 
Here, we let Z(4) < (u + 1). Otherwise, S,(A) = 0 and the innermost sum in 
(4.26a) vanishes termwise. 
The relations p c (@z)~+’ + v) and p d (m)#+’ imply that IpI > m, which 
in turn along with Eq. (4.26b) implies that 14 I ( m,u + /VI. Thus, in order to 
show (4.26) it will be sufficient to prove 
=s 
wz‘=n 
E(W) . W[(A)s~+‘(B)sn-(~+l~ * S,(A) * S,(B)] = 0, (4.27a) 
whenever n satisfies (4.21), p c a, 4 c ((m)P+’ + v), I(/?) < n - (u + l), 
Z(Q)< Cu + 11, and 
141 < w + 14. (4.27b) 
At this point consider tip,+ , c Y,, by letting c E -i”,+, 
{ l,...,P + I } = {l,..., n} while leaving {,u + 2 ,..., n) fixed. Hence, 
,: &(W)W= 
WE.Y” (p : l)! ,,$ IL+1 (,;L s(Wc)Wc) 
- @ : l)! (,x ” ++j * (,,z llfl 
as an identity in the group algebra of Y,. 
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permute 
(4.28) 
Since -i”,+ , acts trivially on B = {Y~+~,..., y,) and S,(A) is symmetric, 
applying (4.28), (2.37), and then (4.28) we rewrite the left-hand side of 
(4.27) as 
. w S,(A). oE;u+, E(U) . u(A)‘~+l) (B)Sn~c”+l) . Su(B)] 
1 
= cu + l>! WEY” 
r E(W) - w [ (,,; 
IL+1 
E(U). u(A)(‘~‘~+~ (B)Sn-c”+ll . S,(B)] 
= wz E(W) . w[(A)(~+~,+I)(B)~,-(.+I) . S,(B)]. (4.29) 
n 
Exactly the same argument involving ,YA-(,,+ ,) c ,U, with u E Ci”,-(,+ ,) 
permuting Q + 2 ,..., n) c (l,..., n) while leaving { l,..., ,B + 1 } fixed enables us 
to rewrite (4.29), and hence (4.27), as 
,g E(W) . ~[(A)(m+~,+~)(B)(B+~nl,tl)‘] zz 0, (4.30a) 
II 
whenever n satisfies (4.21) p c (r, 4 c ((vz)~+’ + v), 1Cp) < n - (,u + I), 
I(#)< Cu + 11, and 
141 <w + I4. (4.30b) 
In order to prove (4.30) we will show that there exist integers i and j 
(depending on n), where 1 < i < ,u + 1 and 1 <j < n - @ + l), such that 
$i+p+l-i=/Ij+n-(u+l)-j. (4.3 1) 
It then follows from (4.31) that the degree of yi equals the degree of yu+ 1 +,i 
in the monomial (A)(m’a~~~‘(B)‘5’S~-(~+~)). Since i #,u + 1 +j and the left- 
hand side of (4.30a) is an alternating monomial, Remark 2.38 will then 
imply that (4.30a), and hence (4.25), is zero. 
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Recall that I@) < (u + l)(q - 1). This means that 
&+n-@+l)-j=,-&+1)-j, (4.32) 
forallj>@+l)(q-1). 
If Eq. (4.3 I) was false for every pair i, j, where 1 ,< i <p + 1 and 1 <j < 
a-(~+ l), then 
$i+p+l-i#n-@+1)-j (4.33) 
for all i,j, such that l<i<p+l and (,~+l)(q-l)<j<n-@+l). 
(Here, we need to have (,u + 1)q < 12, which is just (4.21b).) Settingj equal to 
(,u + l)(q - 1) it is not hard to see that (4.33) implies 
~i+~+l-i>~-~+l)q, (4.34) 
for all i such that 1 < i <,D + 1. Summing both sides of (4.34) over i for 
1 <i<,u-t 1 yields 
l#l+ @+lJcl 
2 
>ncp+ I)-@+ q*q. (4.35) 
Combined with (1.38e) and (4.30b), we see that inequality (4.35) implies 
mp+&+ 1)cp+ 1 +k)(q- 1>+ 
01+1b 
2 >n~+l)-@+l)*q. (4.36) 
Since m - n = k is a constant it follows from (4.36) that 
n < kg + tp + I)[+ + 1 + k)(q - 1) + Or + 1)q +p,‘2]. (4.37) 
The right-hand side of (4.37) is independent of IZ. Therefore, by a 
contradiction argument, if n is larger than the right-hand side of (4.37), Eq. 
(4.31), and hence (4.30a), is true. The inequality (4.21a) is exactly what we 
need here, and the proof of Lemma 4.20 is complete. 
We now continue the proof of Theorem 4.5 by using (1.14) to rewrite 
(4.22) as 
where, just as in (4.27), we can assume that I@) < (D + 1) and Z(J?) < n - 
(,u + 1). By the same argument as in (4.28) and (4.29) that enabled us to 
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. y E(W) . W[(~)(~+~"+I'(B)(4+~"~l,+11'1. (4.39) 
WE ? ” 
Recalling that SCCm),,+,+v),p(-F) is zero if p 6 ((vz)~ + ’ + v), S,,,(-F) is 
zero if p & a, and, by Remark 2.38, that the innermost sum in (4.39) is zero 
unless all the parts of the n-tuple @ + 6, + ,) @ Cp + dneCM +,,) are distinct, we 
have 
. ,Ty, E(W). W[(A)(P+ts),tl)(B)‘B+S,(,tll’], (4.40) 
n 
where we assume that I@) <,u t 1, @) < n - (u t l), and all the parts of the 
n-tuple @ + 6, + ,) 0 (8 t 6, _ u, + , ,) are distinct. 
In order to further transform Eq. (4.40) we need several definitions. 
DEFINITION 4.41. For a partition p of ,u + 1 parts define 
P=@*-(n-tit l)),...,PLIt,-(n-Cut 1))). 
Note that 
(4.42a) 
where 6, is the partition (I - 1, l- 2 ,..., 1, 0). 
DEFINITION 4.43. For aE.y(, let ~[(b,,b~,...,b,)]=(b,(,,,b,(~,,...,b,(,,). 
If 2 is an n-tuple such that the n-tuple L t 6, has distinct parts, define A, by 
(4.44a) 
Note that the jth part of A, is given by 
(‘o)jth part = Ao(j) +j  - 4j>, (4.44b) 
where 1 <j < n. As an example of (4.44a), let p and /? be as in (4.42b), and 
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u E Yn any permutation. Starting with the n-tuple @- + /I) we then determine 
Pm7 P,, and&, by 
(4.45a) 
where the n-tuple @ @ p) + 6, has distinct parts, pb is a @ + 1)-tuple, and /I, 
is a (n - @ + 1))-tuple; and, 
p,=~o+(n-@+ l))“+‘. (4.45b) 
It is immediate from (4.45a) that 
~OP=a-‘[@-,OB,)+6,l-S,. (4.4%) 
DEFINITION 4.46. For each subset S = { j, <j, < ... <j,+ ,} c I, such 
that SC = { jfltz < jM+r < .e. <j,}, let us E 9, be the permutation defined by 
us(i) = ji. (4.47) 
Note that cs E Yn is the unique permutation sending { 1, 2,..., p + 1) to S and 
{P + L., n} to SC such that 
us(i) < W), (4.48) 
if 1 < i <j <p + 1 or 1~ + 2 < i <j < n. Conversely, by (4.47), each such 
permutation us uniquely determines the set S = (u,(l),..., u,@ + l)}. 
With the above definitions we have the following 
LEMMA 4.49. Given an ordered pair @, /?) as in (4.40) there is a unique 
ordered pair (A, S) with S c I, and 11 S1) = ,u + 1, such that 
1 =&g @&,I (4.50a) 
is a partition with n parts, and us is given by Definition 4.46. It is clear from 
(4.45a) and (4.45~) that 
@-+P>+s,=u,[n+s,]. (4.50b) 
Proof: Let u E Yn appearing in (4.45a) be the unique permutation which 
orders the parts of @ + /I) + 6, in decreasing order. Since I@) = ,u + 1, I(/?) = 
n - @ + l), and u[ ($0 /3) + S,] has nonnegative, distinct parts, 
n~~~Op,=u[@-OP)+6”]-6, (4.5 1) 
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is a partition with n parts. Now, by Definition 4.46 there is a unique subset 
ScI, with ]],!I] =,u + 1 such that 
@-oP>+~,=~,[@-,oP,)+~,l. (4.52) 
Thus, by (4.45~) and (4.52) we must have (3 = (a,))‘, and, by (4.5 l), the 
proof of Lemma 4.49 is complete. Q.E.D. 
We next have 
LEMMA 4.53. Given an ordered pair (A, S) with 1 a partition with n 




p,, = PC, + (n - @ + 1))” + ‘, (4.54b) 
NP,J=P+ 1, NJ,J = n - Cu + 1). (4.54c) 
such that p,, and /?,, are partitions with p + 1 and n - (,u + 1) parts, respec- 
tively. Since 2 is a partition, it is clear from (4.54a) that the n-tuple 
(JT,,, @ p,,) + 6, has distinct parts. 
Proof: Consider the n-tuple os[A + S,] = @b, 0 b,,) + 6,, which has 
distinct parts. The first ,U + 1 parts of a,[A + S,] are in strictly decreasing 
order, as are the last n - @ + 1) parts. Since the smallest part of A+ 6, is 
nonnegative, so is the nth coordinate of a,[A + S,]. Hence, since the last part 
of PO, is nonnegative, p,, is a partition with n - (u t 1) parts. On the other 
hand, since the (,u t 1)st coordinate of us[lz t S,] is nonnegative (as is any 
coordinate), the last part of jFU, is not less than -(n - (J t l)), and hence by 
(4.54b), the last part of p,, is nonnegative. Since the parts of pO, are 
decreasing, p,, is a partition with @ t 1) parts. Q.E.D. 
Let I7, and f12 be the sets 
fl,~ {@,P)]@)=P+ l,I(P)=n-@t l),andthen-tuple 
@+41+*)Ow4- (P + ,,) has distinct parts }, (4.55) 
and 
n, E 1% S) I I(A) = n, S c { l,..., n}, and I] S I/ = ,U + 1 }. (4.56) 
It is not difficult to see that Lemmas 4.49 and 4.53 determine an explicit 
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bijection between n, and l7,, and together with (4.50) and (4.54) permit us 
to transform Eq. (4.40) into 
* c E(W) * w[(E)OS[*+Sq, (4.57) 
WEYE, 
where oS is determined by Definition 4.46, J is a partition with n parts, and 
both of the partitions p,, and p, are defined by (4.54). 
Now, let (X)” G X~IX~Z . . . x!n be a monomial and u, w  E -i”, two 
permutations. It is then not hard to see that 
w(x) o’bl = tQ x$yj = jj X&‘(i)) = (wO(X)“. (4.58) 
By (4.58), the innermost sum in (4.57) can be rewritten as 
c E(W) - (w~,‘)[(E)‘~+‘~)]. (4.59) 
WP.Y ” 
Replacing w  by (wcs) and then recalling (2.37) it is clear that the sum in 
(4.59) is equal to 
V,(E) - +s) . S,(E). (4.60) 
After replacing the innermost sum in (4.57) by the expression (4.60) we find 
G;,),(E;F) = s S,(E) x 
.I SCI, 
es) * S((mP+ I+ “VP&~) %&p)~ 
I(Jl)<n ICr;lI=r + ’ (4.6 1) 
where rrS is determined by Definition 4.46, J is a partition with n parts, and 
both of the partitions p,, and /I,, are defined by (4.54). 
At this point we need 
DEFINITION 4.62. With notation as above, let the n-tuple 
(((u+l+m-n)@+' + V) 0 a) be denoted by 
4 = Qlr &,..., 4,>= ((01 + 1 + m -n)'+' + v)O a), (4.63a) 
which may not a partition. Recall from (1.38~) and (1.38d) that 
4V)GP + 1 and I(a)<n-cp+ 1). (4.63b) 
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Combining (1.16), (4.44), (4.54), and Definition 4.62 it is not difficult to 
show that 
s mzw+I.~lpq~(-F) 
= detlh((,j-(,+I~,,,-((~ ‘(--FL;.j<.+I ~sU,+j~o.s(j,)t(n~lu+l)))-i+J) 
=det[h(,i-l,(,,+o,(j)-i)(--F)l,ni.j~u+I’ (4.64) 
Similarly, we have 
s alL+F) 
= det[h,, (-F)ll<i.j<np(wt 1) ,,+p+I)-(~oS(i+U+I,+(j+U+ I)-or(i+ut I))-i+J) 
=wbcitu+,)-A o~~j+e+,~tu,~(jt~tI)-(itiltI)) (-F)l~<i.j<n- (fit I) 
=det[h~~,~*o,,,,+~,(.j)-i~(-F)l~+2(i,i~n. (4.65) 
Now, by Definition 4.46 it is clear that the number of inversions of the 
permutation us is the cardinality of the set B = ((i,j) 1 1 <j < i < n, i E S 
andjE SC}. By Eq. (2.11) of [5] it is immediate that 
lPIl=- (“:“) +z(S>, (4.66a) 
where 
Z(S) =j1 + .*. +jut 1 = the sum of the elements in S. (4.66b) 
Thus, we have 
&(Us)= (-l)=W:‘). (4.67) 
Making use of (4.64), (4.65), and (4.67) it is immediate that the intermost 
sum in (4.61) can be rewritten as 
x (-l)Z’S’ 
scr, 
Ilsll=P t 1 
Observing that {us(j) 
(““) * det[h~mi-A,sv,tos(j)-i)(-F)lI<i.j~ll+ 1 
’ detI’(~,-~~,v,to,(j~-i~(-‘)I~t2ci,j<n.(4-68) 
1 <j <p + 1 } picks out the columns indexed by S 
and {as(j) 1 ,U + 2 <j < n} selects the columns indexed by S’, it is clear that 
(4.68) is exactly the Laplace expansion formula [8, see p. 118, Problem 1 ] 
for the determinant of the n by n matrix 
[h(,i-*j-itj,(-F)l,,i.i<n) (4.69) 
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as a sum of products of @+ 1)x @+ 1) minors with entries from the first 
(,u + 1) rows and (n - (,u + 1)) X (n - (,u + 1)) minors with entries from the 
last (n-g+ 1)) rows. Thus, by (4.61), (4.68), and (4.69) it is clear that 
Gr,z(E; F) = 1 S,(E) * det[h(,i-*jj-i+j)(-F)],,i,j<n. (4.70) 
A 
l(A)<n 
We now need 
LEMMA 4.71. Let 0 s (4 ,,..., 4,) be an n-tuple of nonnegative integers 
that is not necessarily a partition and let 1 G (A, ,..., A,,) be a partition with n 
parts. Assume that the n-tuple (4 + 8,) has distinct parts, and let 
w,, = (W~,~ w&9 w:,> (4.72a) 
= urn@ + 4J - 42 (4.72b) 
be the partition defined in (1.34), where o, E 9, is the unique permutation 
that orders the parts of (4 + 6,) in decreasing order. We then have 
det[h,,i-~j-i+jt(-F)l,<i,j<n =E(‘~) ’ S{*>o~/A(-F)* (4.73) 
If (0 + 6,) does not have distinct parts then (4.73) is still valid as both sides 
are zero. 
Proof. Permuting the rows of the matrix [h,,i_,~_i+j,(-F)] by the 
permutation ub clearly gives 
= 4~) - Wh,,, ,,,i,+i-,,ci,,~~j-i+j,01’(4’74) 
Just as in (4.44) we have 
@L, = #urn(i) + i - U>. (4.75) 
Equation (4.73) is an immediate consequence of (4.72), (4.74), (4.75), and 
(1.16). 
If (4 + 6,) does not have distinct parts then we can find i, and i, such that 
oi, - i, = #!, - i,. But then, two rows of [h,,i-,j-i+j,(-F)] are equal and the 
left-hand side of (4.73) equals zero. On the other hand, two rows of 
[h~m,lil-*j-~*ci,+i,(-F)l are also the same and by (4.74), (4.75), and (1.16) 
the right-hand side of (4.73) is zero. Q.E.D. 
Equation (4.70) and Lemma 4.71 yield 
C?XE; F) = E(u,) c S,(E) . %,,,,A(--Fh (4.76) 
d<” 
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where 4 = ($ ,,,,., 4,) is defined by (4.63), and CJ~ and (d),, are as in Lemma 
4.71. Since S,(E) = 0 if Z(13) > n and S,,,Oo,,(-F) = 0 unless 1 c (#),, we 
can rewrite (4.76) as 
Again, by identity (1.14) we have 
G::(E; F) = +~c+) . SC,@ -F). (4.78) 
If the parts of (Q + S,) are not distinct then the left-hand side of (4.73) is 
zero, and (4.70) clearly implies that Gr,‘,“(E;F) equals zero in this case. 
Thus, by (1.35), (4.78), and (4.63) the proof of Theorem 4.5 is complete. 
Q.E.D. 
Remark 4.79. The inequality f(a) < n - (Jo + 1) is essential to the proof 
of Theorem 4.5, and hence, Theorem 1.36. Everything in the proof of 
Theorem 4.5 up through Eq. (4.61) is independent of the inequality Z(a) < 
n-~+l).However,ifZ(a)~N-~+l)>n-~+l)thenthen-tuplein 
Definition 4.62 becomes an N-tuple, the determinant in (4.65) becomes an 
(N - @ + 1)) X (N- (,u + 1)) determinant, and the Laplace expansion 
formula can no longer be used to sum the expression in (4.68). The problem 
is that the index of summation is still over S c I, with 11 S11 =p + 1, while 
the terms themselves correspond to expanding an N x N determinant rather 
than an n X n determinant. Since n < N, the sum in (4.68) would be missing 
the generally nonzero terms corresponding to S c Z,, IIS(I =ZI + 1, and 
S d I, in the expansion of an N x N determinant, and our proof of Theorem 
4.5 appears to break down. Starting with Eq. (4.70) the steps in the rest of 
the proof of Theorem 4.5 make sense even if Z(a) > n - @ + 1). Thus, the 
precise role of the inequality I(a) < n - @ + 1) is in the application of the 
Laplace expansion formula to transform Eq. (4.61) into Eq. (4.70). 
5. PROOF OF THEOREM 1.28 
In this section we establish Theorem 1.28 by induction on q. Theorem 
1.28 is certainly true when q = 0 since zGp’(E; F) = 1. We first assume that 
Theorem 1.28 is true for ,B, q - 1, n, and m. We split the inductive step into 
two parts. First, also assuming that (U + l)q < n, we show that Theorem 
1.28 holds for ,u, q, m, and all such n. During this part of the induction the 
crucial inequality Z(a) < n - (u + 1) ( see Remark 4.79) is a consequence of 
01 + I)q < n. The second part of the inductive step consists of using Lemma 
4.3, the result of the first part of the induction, and Theorem 4.20 of [9], just 
as we used Lemma 4.3, Theorem 4.5, and Proposition 4.1, respectively, in 
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Section 4, to show that Theorem 1.28 is true for ,u, q, m, and all n. That is, 
we show that if Theorem 1.28 holds for all suffkiently large n, then it is also 
true for all (smaller) values of n. This last implication will complete the 
inductive step. 
The first part of our induction is based upon Eq. (1.32). Applying (4.28) 
to Eq. (1.32) and recalling that ZGllfl 1(y1 - l,..., y, + r - 1, B; I;) is symmetric 
in the variables A we find 
*w ,,$ 
#I+1 
E(U). u(A)"'+~~+~) . (B)Sn-(,ti) 
a ;GE,(y, - L..., yr+l - 1,&F) , (5.1) 
where A* is the partition (m)“+' - (A,, r, ,IP,..., A,) defined in (2.12). By 
(5.11, (2.37), and (2.14) we have 
;Gr’(E; F) = (-;);;I) 1 o1 : l)! & E(W). w  [ ( c 
n n UE,Y,,I 
~(+J(A)~~+~) 
* J+, SmwV~ (A) . S,(-F)) * (B)dn-(,+l) 
- ;G$,(y, - L..,y,,+l - 1,&F) 
II 
. P-2) 
Noting that o E P@+ I acts trivially on Sfmjr+,,A(A) = S,,(A), S,(-F), 
(B)sn-(~+l), and zGr!,(y, - l,..., y,+, - 1, B; F) it is clear that (5.2), 
(l.l5a), and (4.28) imply 
;G;‘(& F) = (-;);; ‘) x E(W)- w[(A)~~“(B)~~-‘~+” . S<,,,+,(A-F) 
n WS9” 
. ;Gc,(y, - I,..., yr+l - 1, B; F)]. (5.3) 
We now assume that Theorem 1.28 is true for q - 1. Exactly as in (1.45)- 
(1.47) we express ~G~r(yl - l,..., y,+ I - 1, B; F) as a sum of products of 
Schur functions in the variables A and (B -F). After substituting (1.47) into 
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Eq. (5.3), considering the term associated to S,,(A) e S,(B -F), and 
appealing to (1.37) we find that 
;Gr’(E; F) = (-I)(‘:‘) -s -i- 
IM,u+I&L+k~W~ 
i-l a,+ 1 
n,aca 
Ic[(~+l+k,(q-l)]cv+I)(sl, L’CZ 
. cia . d,, . G;,:. (5.4) 
Since S,(A) appears in (1.47) we have Z(V) <,u + 1. From (5.4) we have 
Ivl~1711~1~1~01+1)CU+l+k)(q-l). We also have Z(a)</(A)< 
(,u + l)(q - 1). We now assume that 01 + 1)s ,< n. We then have l(a) < 
(,u + l)(q - 1) < 12 - (j + 1). From the beginning we have assumed that 
m - n = k is constant and m 2~ + 1. Thus, the conditions in (1.38) are 
satisfied and Eq. (5.4) and Theorem 1.36 immediately imply 
;Gr’(E;F) = (-l)(‘:‘) -7 \I’ 
lAI<(rc+I,r+1+k,(~-l, z,z-A 
a,l,q- I . cm ’ .d,, 
Ic[(~+l+k,(q-l,](u+l)(411 ,‘=?I 
*s (((U+L+m--n)utI+“)Oa)(E-F)r (5.5) 
where S (((~+I+m~n)e+‘+I,)Oa)(E-F) is determined by the d= 
(((a+ 1 +m-ny+* + V) @ a) case of Definition 1.33. 
Recalling that Z(v) <P + 1 and Z(a) < IZ - (u + l), let 4 = (4, ,..., 4,) denote 
then-tuple$=((@+ 1 +m-n)U” + v) 0 a). If (4 + 6,) has repeated parts 
then, by Definition 1.33, S,(E -F) = 0. Otherwise, (4 + S,) has distinct 
parts. Let 
u,V + 6,) = (k@(l) + n -a,(l),...3 qL&) + n -u,(n)) (5.6a) 
be the resulting partition from Definition 1.33 such that 
4om(i+ I) + n - a,0 + 1) < @o@(i) + n - a,(i). (5.6b) 
NOW, since v, a c [@ + 1 + m 3 n)(q - l)](“+‘)(q-‘), the ith part of 
((a+ 1 +m-n)fi” + v) is no more than & + 1 + m - n)q, and 
#i<(a+ 1 +m-n)qzM. (5.7) 
It is immediate from (5.7) that 
4 o,(1)+--Jl),<M+n- 1. (5.8) 
From (5.8) and the i= 1 case of (5.6b) it is immediate that 
4 O,(2) + n - a,(2) < kf + n - 2. (5.9) 
607/51/l-6 
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Starting with (5.9) and iterating (5.6b) in the same way, it is clear that 
#o,(i) + n - Go(i) <A4 + n - i. (5.10) 
Equation (5.10) immediately gives 
40,(i) + i - O,&> < hf. (5.11) 
If (d)ib denotes the ith part of the partition ($),, in (4.72) then (4.44) and 
(5.11) imply that (d);, <A!. Thus, since I(v) < (U + 1) and f(a) < 1(A) < 
(.u + l)(q - 1) it is not hard to see that the partition ($),, satisfies 
(I),, c ((If + 1 + m - n)q](N+l)q. (5.12) 
By (1.11) and Theorem 1.40 we have 
SAP - F) = c wp * c;lp - S,(E) * S,,(F), (5.13) 
Z,PCA 
where c& are the L-R coefficients in (1.13), and by (2.8) 
CA =o 
=P 
unless ]A] = ]7c] + Ip]. (5.14) 
By (5.14) it is clear that S,(E - F) is a homogeneous polynomial of degree 
(II = InI+ IpI in th e variables E and F. Recalling Theorem 4.26 of [9] we 
have that zG$‘(E; F) is a polynomial of degree (u + I)@ + 1 + m - n)q in 
the variables E and F. Thus, in (5.5), it is not hard to see that for the 
partitions (Qi),, we have 
IWO,1 < Cu + UP+ 1 + m - 4q. (5.15) 
Combining (5.5), (5.12), and (5.15) it is now clear that there are integers 
u~,~, A. a partition, such that 
where 
;Gr’(E; F) = -Y 
Ial<(a+tj;rr+ 1+&h? 
a,,, - S,(E - FL (5.16a) 
Ac((u+l+k)qJ(r+‘)~ 
01 + l)q < n. (5.16b) 
We now come to the second part of the inductive step. By picking 1 large 
enough so that @ + 1)q < (n + Z) it is not hard to see that (5.16), Lemma 
4.3, and Theorem 4.20 of [9] imply 
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;Gk”‘(E;F)= u q m+$‘$n+l,(E’; F’) 
\’ 
,l,<h+ftj;r+I+kM 




a.t,q . S,(E - Fh (5.17) 
Ac[(rr+l+k)ql’u+‘M 
where E = (y l,...,~n}, F= {6,,...,4,,}, E’= {Y,-Y,,IU ~Y~+,~...~Y,,+~L and 
F’ = (6, ,... , 6,) U {yn+l...., Y,,+,}. This completes the inductive proof of 
Eq. (1.29). 
We now show that if n > @ + 1)q and m > t$ + 1 + k)q then a,., is 
independent of n. Combining (5.13) and (5.17) immediately gives 
;Gb”‘(E; F) = \’ \’ 
Ill<,w+;r;~+l+k)q T.% 
(-1)‘“’ . c& . aA,q . S,(E) . S,,(F), 
.Ic[(ut l+k)qlW+‘)Q (5.18) 




From (5.18), (5.19), and Theorem 1.23 we have 
PROPOSITION 5.20. Let the set Qn(p,q,m,n, of ordered pairs (a,/3) of 
partitions be implicitly determined as in (1.24). We then have 
0) < cu + l>S> (5.21a) 
ftj3)<t.a+ 1 +m-n)q, (5.21b) 
f-r each (a, P) E Qn(p,q,m,nj. 
Remark 5.22. The inequality (5.21a) and the m = n case of (5.21b) were 
established in [9]. The general case of (5.21b) was only conjectured in [9]. 
Again, from 191, the bounds in (5.21) are best possible. 
Now, by Proposition 5.20 and Theorems 1.28 and 1.42 of [9] it is not 
difficult to show that if n > @ + 1)q and m > (,u + 1 + k)q then the coef- 
ficients bCa,4j in (1.24) are independent of n. Therefore, by Lemma 2.25 and 
Eqs. (5.13), (5.17), and (5.18), if n > @ + 1)q and m > ($ + 1 + k)q then the 
al,q in Eq. (5.17) are independent of n. 
By Theorem 1.42 of [9] the n = @ + 1)q and m = (,u + 1 + k)q case of 
(1.24) gives the correct formula for mtlfGF+‘)(F; F), for all integers 1, when 
the sets E and F contain (n + 1) and (m + /) variables, respectively. Thus, 
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again by Lemma 2.25 and Eqs. (5.13), (5.17), and (5.18), if S,(E - F) # 0, 
then the corresponding aA, in Eq. (5.17) is independent of n. This completes 
the proof of Theorem 1.28. Q.E.D. 
Remark 5.23. For the first part of the inductive step in our proof of 
Theorem 1.28 we can assume that n satisfies the inequalities in (4.6) rather 
than taking n > (u + 1)q. Then, in obtaining Eq. (5.5) from (5.4) we can use 
Theorem 4.5 in place of Theorem 1.36. This way, in the proof of Theorem 
1.28, we are able to avoid using Proposition 4.1 as well as Theorem 1.36. 
Because of (4.6b), the rest of the proof remains unchanged except that 
(5.16b) is replaced by (4.6), and in the steps leading to (5.17) we take 1 large 
enough so that (4.6) is valid with n replaced by (n t I). The advantage of 
this alternate approach is that an “inclusion property” such as Theorem 4.20 
of [9] only needs to be used once. We stated Theorem 1.36 separately 
because it is slightly stronger than Theorem 4.5 and is more useful in 
applications such as the examples in Section 6. 
Remark 5.24. Note that if S,(E -F) is replaced by S,(E +F) in Eq. 
(1.29), then zGr’(E; F) is changed into a polynomial symmetric in all of the 
variables {y, ,..., Y,,, 6, ,..., S,}. 
6. COMPUTATION OF ;Gp)(E; F) AND “+iGy)(E; F) 
Starting with (1.26) we now utilize Theorem 1.48 to compute :G:“‘(E;F) 
and “+iGp’(E; I;). In practice we make use of the analysis leading to (1.47) 
and then use Theorem 1.48 to replace S,(A) . S,(B -F) by 
s (((p+l+rn--n)rr+l+o)Oa)(E-F’). 
We begin by showing that the right-hand side of (1.27) gives the correct 
formula for :G$“‘(E; F). First by (1.26) we have 
;GI”‘(E; F) = (-1) . SC,,@ -F‘)- (6.1) 
Replacing E and F by A and (B -F), respectively, in the right-most sum in 
(1.14) and then applying Eq. (2.14) to S,,,,,,(B -F) gives 
SW@ -F) = S,,,@) + S,,,(A) * S,(B -F) + S,,,,(A) . S&B -F) 
-I- s,(A) . S,@ -F) t S,(A) . S,,,(B -F) t S,,,@ -F). 
(6.2) 
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From the p = 1 case of Theorem 1.42 we have 
Sw(-1 + Y19 -1 + YJ = s,*,*w - 2S,,,(A) + 3S,,,@) + S,(A) 
- 2S,(A) + 1, (6.3a) 
S,,,(-1 + Y,, -1 + ~2) = S,,,(A) - 3S,,,z(A) - S,(A) + 3S,(A) - 2, (6.3b) 
s(w-1 + Y19 -1 + yz) = So@) - S,(A) + 1, (6.3~) 
S,(-1 + Yl, -1 + 72) = S,(A) - 3S,(A) + 3, (6.3d) 
S,(-1 + 71, -1 + y*> = S,(A) - 2. (6.3e) 
Combining (6.1~(6.3) yields 
:G’,“‘(Y, - 1, ~2 - 1, B; F) 
= - P,2,2G4) - 2S,,,V) + 3S,,,@) + S,(A) - =,(A) + 11 
+ P,,,W - 3S,,,@) - S,(A) + 3S,(A) - 21 . S,(B -F) 
+ [S,,,@) - S,(A) + 11 * S(1)@ -F) 
+ [S,(A) - 3S,(A) + 31 ’ S,(B -F) 
+ lS,V) - 21 * S,,,(B -F) + s(2)*@ -F)l. (6.4) 
Letting D denote the set difference E -F it is not hard to see that (6.4) 
and Theorem 1.48 imply 
;G:“‘P;F) = 1 [S,,,@) - 2S,,,(D) + 3Sc,,z(D) + S,.,(D) - =3,,(D) 
+ %dD>l + IS,,,,,(D) - 3S,,,z,,(D) - S,,,,,(D) 
+ 3S,.,,,(D) - 2S(2,2,, @)I + hw~(D) - S,,,.c,,@) 
+S w,cw(D)I + [SW@) - 3S3.0,2P) + JS,,,dD)l 
+ [S 3.~2dD) - 2~0,3,,@‘)1 + S,,,@)I. (6.5) 
Collecting the terms in (6.5) according to their degrees, we have 
;GI"'(E; F) = { [S,.d') + S,,,,,(D) + Swq,p(D) + Sz,,&D) 
ts WP,~P) + S,,,@)l - [2S,,,P) + 3S,,,z,,(D) 
t S,,,,,(D) + S,,2,w(D) + 3S,,m2@‘) + =c2,3.,(D)l 
+ [3SdD) + S4,2P) f 3S3.2.1(D) + S~2~2,,ldD) 
+ 3%,@)1 - [2S,,,(D) + 2Sc2,2,, @)I + So,@)\. (6.6) 
By the Littlewood-Richardson rule in (2.1) it follows that the terms of 
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degree eight in (6.6) can be written as the square {S,,,,(D)}‘. Thus, the right- 
hand sides of (6.6) and (1.27) are the same. 
There is a way of simplifying our application of Theorem 1.48 somewhat. 
If, after shifting TGr’i(E; F) as in (1.47), one obtains a sum of terms which 
is equal to a symmetric function in the symbol (E-F), then the effect of 
Theorem 1.48 is to multiply this symmetric function by the Schur function 
To see this, let the sum of terms in question be given by 
Since S,(E) is symmetric in the variables E = {yi ,..., y,}, it is not hard to see 
by Eq. (5.3) and (1.26) that the terms in (6.7) contribute the following terms 
to ;G$“(E; F): 
c b,S,(E-F) .I I 
(-l)(e:‘) \‘ E(W) 
lefl V,(E) ’ WFY , 
. ,[(A)~,+l(B)~“-l,+l)s ow+@ -r”)l 1 
= 
I 
c b,S,(E - F) . ;G\“‘(E; F) 
.aER I . = I ‘s b,J,dE-F) . i(-l)(r~‘)S~e+,+m-n~r+,(E-~)}. (6.8) &l I 
We now redo the calculation of ;Gy’(E; F) using this observation. 
Making use of Eqs. (1.14), (2.14), and Lemma 2.20, it is not difficult to see 
that Eq. (6.4) can be rewritten as 
;Gl”‘(y, - 1, ~2 - 1, B; Fj 
= - 1 [S,*,@) - S&l + SW(D) + S*(D) - 2S,P) + 11 
- S2.164) + 2~,,,264) - iS,wW . S,(B -F) 
+ S,(A) . S,(B -F) - 2S,(A). S,(B -F) 
- S,,,(B -F) + 2S,(B -F)}. (6.9) 
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The above observation, Eq. (6.9), and Theorem 1.48 now yield 
;GI”‘EF) = b&W[s,,,@> - S,,,(D) + S,,,,(D) + S,(D) - US,+ 11 
- S.4.d~) + 2S,,,@) - q3)qw 
+ S3,2.1P) - 2s3.w PI - ~(Z)?.l(~) + 2S,,dD)l. (6.10) 
Remark 6.11. The shifts appearing in (6.3) can also be computed by 
using the Jacobi-Trudi identity in (1.18) and the homogeneous symmetric 
function case of Theorem 1.42. To this end, observe that if n = (11,) and 
v = (v,) (with 0 < V, <n,) then the 01 + 1) by (u + 1) matrix appearing in 
(1.44) is upper-triangular, and has all diagonal entries equal to one, except 
the first, which is (z;,‘,” ). In this case, it is then clear that Eq. (1.43) can be 
written as 
S&l t y ,,..., -1 t y,+,)= f7 (-1)P-’ 
1% 
+ S,(A), (6.12) 
where A denotes the set of variables A = (r, ,..., Y,+ i ). Note that the p = 0 
case of (6.12) is just the binomial theorem. 
We now conclude this section by computing ‘+iG:“)(E; F). By (1.26) we 
have 
“+;G;“)(E; F) = S,,,(E -F). (6.13) 
Replacing E and F by A and (B -F), respectively, in the right-most sum in 
(1.14) gives 
So,(E-F)=S,,,(A.)+S,,,(A) - S,,,(B--F) + St,,(A) 
- S,,,P - F) + S&B -F). (6.14) 
Combining (6.13) and (6.14) with the p = 0 case of (6.12) gives 
n+,$:“‘(y, - 1,&F) = (L-1 t 3S(,,(A) - 35,,(A) t S,,,(A)] 
+ 11 - 2S,,,(A) + G,(A)1 . S,,,(B -F) 
+ I-1 + S,,,(A)] . S,,,(B -F) f S,,,(B -F)l. (6.15) 
Making use of (1.14) it is not hard to see that the right-hand side of (6.15) 
can be written as 
[S~,,tE-F)--S,,,(E--F)+S,,,(E--)- 11 
- 2SdA) + 2Su,G4) - S,,,(A) . S,,,(B -F). (6.16) 
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Equation (6.16), Theorem 1.48, and the observation leading to Eq. (6.8) 
now give 
“+:G?(E;F)= (S,,,(D)[S,,,(D)-S,,,(D) + S&D)- 11 
- =u, (0) + q4, (0) - Sk, (D)h (6.17) 
where D denotes (E - F). 
Just as in the above examples, we are able to obtain explicit formulas for 
many other cases of zGF’(E; F). 
7. PROOF OF CONJUGATION SYMMETRY FOR ,“GF’(E;F) 
We prove Theorem 1.52 (conjugation symmetry) by showing that it is 
equivalent to the known transposition symmetry given by Theorem 1.55. To 
this end, we need 
Remark 7.1. Recall that E = {y, ,..., r,} and F = (6, ,..., S,} and let F, 
and E, denote the sets of variables F, 3 {--a,, -&,..., -a,} and 
E, = (-71 , -y2 ,..., -y,}. In view of Theorem 1.28 we know that ,“Gr’(E; F) 
can be written in the form 
,“Gr’(E; F) = 2 b, . S,(E -F), (7.2) 
~~%wL”) 
where b, are integers and fin(r,q,n, is a set of partitions that is determined by 
,u, q, and n. It is then not hard to see that 
:GGj’(v--6,, ;v-Yiv)= C W,(F, - EnI, (7.3) 
~Enh7.n~ 
where F, and E, now represent the sums of monomials 
F, = [(-6,) + (-6,) + ... + (-&,)] 
and 
E, = [(-YA + (-1’2) + a-- + (-I’,>]. 
We now prove 
LEMMA 7.4. Let F,, , E, , E, and F be defined as in Remark 7.1. We then 
have 
S,(F, -E,) = S,,(E - F), 
where A’ is the conjugate partition of A. 
(7.5) 
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ProoJ By Eqs. (l.lO)-(l-12), (1.14), and Lemma 2.28 it is not difficult 
to see that 
SAP, -EnI = c S,,,(F,) *S,(--En) PC1 
= \‘ -ii- CA Y Y PL’ * S”(F,) *Sp(-E”) pcA ocl 
= \-‘ s CA Y - PI’ * ((-1)‘“’ S”(F)) . ((-1)‘P’ SJE,)) 
pcl UCA 
= v \‘ CiL3 .
pcl “‘Ia 
(-1)“” . ((-1)““’ SJ-F)) . (-1)‘P’ 
’ ((-1)‘P” S,,(E)) 
= \,‘ \’ CA - Y PL’ . S,,,(-F) . S,,(E) 
pcl ucl 
= s S,,,,(-6 . S,(E) 
PCA’ 
= s, ,(E - F). 
It is clear from Eq. (7.3) and Lemma 7.4 that 




Thus, by Theorem 1.55, we immediately have 
THEOREM 7.7. Let ,“Gy’(E; F) be given by Eq. (7.2). We then have 
,“Gr’(E; F) = c b, . S,,(E - F), (7.8) 
~~&L~..) 
where a’ is the conjugate partition of a. Furthermore, by (7.6), Eq. (7.8) 
implies Eq. (1.56). That is, Theorem 1.55 is equivalent to Theorem 7.7. 
We are now ready for the 
Proof of Theorem 1.52. We prove even more by showing that Theorems 
1.52 and 7.7 are equivalent. 
First, assume that Eq. (7.8) is true. That is, 
,“GF’(E; F) = 2 b;S,(E-F)= c 6, . S, ,(E - F), (7.9) 
~E~b2.m a~~b4,q.n) 
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where a’ is the conjugate partition of a. Now, by Eqs. (1.1 l), (1.12), (1.14), 
and Lemma 2.28 it is not hard to show that 
c b,. S,,(E-F)= 2 b, 2 S,dE)t-l)‘p’ S,,(F) 
‘“E~w?.nl ~~~w?.nt pea’ 
= m,IF 
b, r, (-l)‘p’ . c;; . S,(E) . S,,(F) 
b4.s.n) pea 
= c “ca b, c (-l)‘p” . c,*:,, . S,,(E). S,(F) 
BLEW,“) PC= “CO 
=C 2 (-1)“” - b, . c,“:“, SJE) . S,(F) 
“.P I ~~%L.l?.7l) I 
p=a,“=LX 
c b, . S,,(E - F) = c I 
c (-1)“’ . b, . c;” S,,(E) . S,,(F). 
“Ealwml U.P ~En(r,&“) I pcn,uca (7. IO) 
Using only Eqs. (l.ll), (1.12), and (1.14) we have 
c b;S,(E-F)=x c 
I 
(-1)“” . b, - c;” 
I 
S (E) . S,,(F). ” 
“~~ow7.“) L’.P a~~hL4.n) PCCT,“CII (7.11) 
It is clear that the coefficient of S,,(E) . S,(F) in (7.10) and the coefficient 
of S,(E) . S,,(F) in (7.11) are both equal to 
c (-1)“’ . b, . c;[,. (7.12) 
-L?.“) 
p=CY,“=CZ 
Theorem 1.52 is now an immediate consequence of (7.12), (7.9), Theorem 
1.23, and the uniqueness considerations of Lemma 2.25. 
It is not hard to see that Theorem 1.52 implies Theorem 7.7 and hence 
Theorem 1.55. By Lemma 2.25, Theorem 1.23, and Eq. (7.2), the right-hand 
side of (7.11) equals the right-hand side of the m = n case of (1.24). 
Theorem 1.52 then clearly implies that the right-hand sides of (7.10) and 
(7.11) are equal. But this immediately gives Eq. (7.9), which in turn implies 
Theorem 7.7 and hence Theorem 1.55. Q.E.D. 
Theorem 1.52 is quite remarkable since the difference equation given by 
(1.32) does not in general preserve conjugation symmetry. That is, if 
fw; F) = Caen b, . S,(E -F) is conjugation symmetric and zGT!,(y, - 
L..., Y, + 1 - 1, B; F) is replaced by H(y, - l,..., y,,+ I - 1, B; F) then the 
right-hand side of (1.32) is not necessarily conjugation symmetric. 
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Equivalently the umbra1 calculus given by Theorem 1.48 does not 
necessarily preserve conjugation symmetry. For example, let H(E; F) = 
- S,,,(E - F), n = m, and ,D = 1. Just as in (6.1~(6.6), the right-hand side of 
(1.49) then becomes 
where D = (E-F). Note that the expression in (7.13) is not conjugation 
symmetric while -S,, , (E - F) is. 
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